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PRESIDENT'S CORNER I
"Growing wins"

The first NASIG code%Newsletter was published in Janunry
first 'President's Corner' appeared in
m u d president, Tinn Feick, who briefly descri
the state of the organization and outlined 60

ongoing projects.

on aU kinds of NASIG activities and issues
brought to my pttention. The very fact that
opinions are offered indicates to me. that
NASIG is doing an awful lot very well, there are sti
many things we could do better or at least differed
AT~ONALCome
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the aDte of cadidam for officer and Bond
positions, in whose hands NASIG’s future directions
willlie. ~ I m n t t b o s e w h o . g r e c t o N n f o r
leaduship positions ps well ps everyone who casts a
vote to undsrstsnd the chpllarges and growing pains
that NASIG’s govcming body faces, I MI offering
the foUowing sampler of our growing pains for your
consideration.
1) How to keep the orgnnizntion dynamic and
aating while bplaoeing the budgef AND
mainkdoing NASIG’s badition of low dues and
repsonnblj priced rnnfemnces.
Our cumat dues strucblrs ($20 US and Muico/S25

Canada630 outside North Amesiu/SS studeat) w.6
.pproved by the membership in 1989. W e realize
approximately $20,000 pa year in dues. Another
$3000 of inwme results from an honorarium
Haworth pays NASIG for the procasdings, in lieu of
royalties. W e also cam some interest on investments.

Healthy as this might initially appear, our (nonmnf-)
opemting expepses threpten to overtake
OUT (nand-) income.
Prodwtion and
distribution of the oewslerter alone is estimated at
$7000 for 1994. The directory adds .nother $6OOO.
The Continuing Education commit& is modestly
fuDdcdataomsthing&$2ooo.
lnwurncswe
need to uny in orda to sponsoramnfcrmce csch
year nm8 close to $600 .nnuplly. Hiring a tax
coosultanttopnpue OUT .Mu.Iinwme tu ntum
runs nearly $700. Every committee and task force,
and the Boud itself dl q u i m varying degrees of
fiMnccisl suppolt to cover the costs of office supplies,
photocopying d o r printing, msiling, phone crlls,
hvel, and occp8iollLuy e v a some contract lobor.

confamauparses me significant. In recent years,
one criterion f a NASIG confeSites is tbat they
should acammd& at least 500 registnnts.
Because of this limitation, we are not able to consider
mme very d e s i l e lowsost .cpdemic institutions
w h a we do site sclection. Two other casts that have
increased collfereocc exare support for
~ t i o d l yknown speakers who me on the cutting
edge of the serials industry and increased use of high
te&
audiovisual equipment and technicians.
Attractive, epsy-to-repch academic institutions and
dynamic, mind-strdchiog programs have both
contributed to NASIG’s SUCCCGS, but that sucxess is
achieved each year at a higher and higher price.
Records show that the wnfemce at Bryn M a w in
2

1985 snrscted 251 registrnnts and cost NASIG a
whopping $30,000. This year the annul mnfat Brown attracted 570 ngistnnts, .ad the tMpl
upeoses ran over 5133,000.

As NASIG’s membership bas expanded and we have
attempted to do more in respomc to our members’
diverse interests and needs., our tinan- have grown
increasingly complex. This growing painrequim the
NASIG leadership to look mom and more critically
at OUT dl of our activities and p r o w in relation to

finsncas.
2) How to develop NASIGNET so that it serves tbe
nee& of the menbaship.
Whea NASIGNET was developed a number of
devant electronic d i d o n lists such as
SERIALST, ACQNET, and AUTOCAT .Irrrdy
existed. These lists dlow subscribers to h l y
pprticipate in ongoing discusions about a wide . m y
of professiollpl topics. NASIG-L, on the other hand,
was conceived ps a privpte list, a n x a for
~ NASIG
munbem to communicate with each 0th about
organiutiond matters.
Discussions or
naa-~tsthatdonotwncamNASIGhavebem
. ~ t i v d ydiscourpged. In ddition to NASIG-L,
NASIGNET includes a privatedirrussion list for each
standing commiltx .ad task force that q u i m one
in order to .ccomplish its .ssipoed tasks. Mom
reculuy. in ddition to thcsc basic communications
mech.nisms. the committee.OdBoud.Is0 moIIDM
NASIG administrative Qcummts and publications
such as the ncw~.IcUer,proceedings, and bylaw on
NASIGNET.

Ironically, whils NASIGNET was developed to
alleviate mmc growing pins and ease
communication, its continued development and
mainntmnnoe are mponsible for new kinds of
gmwing plins, growing pains .ssoci.ted with life in
an increasingly electronic mciety. A fundnmeatnl
q d o n concerns whether NASIGNET is properly a
private. list for the membership. This is not only a
pbilmphical issue, but a practical one because
maintaining a closed list means that m e m b of the
Electronic Communications Committee assume the
significant burden of adding new members on an
ongoing basis, purging non-mmved members from
the list annually, and coping individually with
gptewnyslnddresses that don’t work right. Sscond
there is the. issue of what doc-ts
should be
mounted on NASIGNET and whm. For instance,
-President’s Comer-

cute -t
mggestion concerned whther the
newsletter might be unbundled with articles q l c d e d
to NASIGNET as BOOD as they have bem accepted.
To do this would disadvantage some 30% of our
members without electronic access to the newsletter,
but would pmvide M mhnnced service for those
members who do have the capability. A third issue
revolves M d wh&er the messppes of working
committks and the B o d should be archived for
htum r e f m c e and who should review these
measagca for 'sensitive material.' A fourth issue is
w i d m the wc should create mmu options in the
NASIG gopher for serials i n f d o n elsewhere on
the Intcmct. These are just a taste of the growing
psins that have uisea in regard to el-c
WmmunicltionS!

Although the p d i g s editor6 are paid a small
honorarium for their work and are therefore not
strictly 'voluotcers,' coosider thnt they med to
collect p.pcrs at or shortly after the conferace and
literally spend a solid month or more, full time,
chasing lfttr scrpy papers, e d i h g in~hand Md
discussing CbMges with .uthors, preparhg the table
of conhts, and converting each paper to ASCII text
for mounting on NASIGNET. Cumat policy waives
the procsedings editors' d e registntion fees
mtidy.

3) Should NASIG offer m y f
d support for
confaem attmdmce in return for substantial

leports of every session in the Septemk issue of the

volunteer cfrolis?
Although the NASIG Boud developed a f o n d
policy for confaenoe r'eim*ts'
and
publicid it in the September 1992 newsletter, the
issue of whc&u wc should pmvide finnncial suppoa
for d m c e .tteodnnce in rstunr for significant
volunteer efforts has not k Setlled to everyone's
satisfaction. llle Currmt policy on suppoa ms based
on perceptions of significant contributions to the
succarsoftheaanualconfermce. ? h e d e b s k i s
complicated both by the d t y of the 0th minimal
level of financial suppolt o f f e d by ucb individual
members's institution and by NASIG's hndameatal
philmophy of volunteaism.

consider the

case of the wnf-

with MY

ICgiShtbIl

Support.

Coasider the newsletter editor-in4ief who includes

newsleaer, and bns to be on site wodmatm
'
' 8
reporting r c s i m t s .
The newsletter editor's
position is lrduous and crucial to NASIG's
communication. Like the procmdings editors, the
d e n e r s editor's wnfelmce regisrrption fee is
mtin?y waived.

ConsiderthCplmpryMdconcumntsession6pepkers,
many of whom arc not NASIG mmbas but expeas
drafted by the pmgrsm planning committee to.ddnss
ilnpolm d timely *cs.
nley prrpue wriam
papers for the procsedings, but o h are not
individuals needing to mhance their rcwuoes with
publications in order to achieve p r o d o n or tmun.
-t
policy award8 plmnry and conCUmat
speakem full registration support, if rsquirrd.

planning

committee. MMy of these foksptt in months of time
Md effort to prqme and cury off the confennce.
0th several committee m m h are not wm

NASIG members, but stnff of the host site who are
willing to pitch in and help. However. more o h
than not it w o h out that wnfeplanning
committee membexs are so busy during the
conference that they get to ntiend few pmpms or
evea meals. NASIG's current policy waives half of
the registration fee for these individuals.
consider the program pl&g
committee mmbers
who develop the intellectual content of the
conference, create a timely t h e m md a CPU for
papers, review and discuss the pmposals, seek
spepkers to fill in gaps, wordilulte with Epeakers
regarding topics, abstracts, audiovisual needs,
-President's Corner-

handouts Md papers for the proceedings, d assist
the speakers at the d m c e . Cumnt policy does
not lecognh pmgrsm pl&g
committee members

Consider the workshop leaders, the majority of whom
arc d
y NASIG members, who propve o d
pe#entakhli and I
d d k c u s s i ~(&vice, S b d
workshopsarerepeptedonce)rboutthechaUmgeswe
faces each day at our offices. In some u8es,
workshops have one leader who handles the mtim
presmt.tiOn, but others have as many as four Ieadexs.
Regardless of the number of preamtem in a workshop
session, all workshop leaders receive half registration
under curretlt policy.
Consider the officers,Board members, committee
chnirs, and committee members who keep NASIG
growing, developing, learning, and communicatjng.
Not a one of them receives MY conference
registration support.
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Wht is the proper d m c e support scheme? How
tiu should registration fees for d registrants be
pushed up to underwrite support for conference.
pticipnnts and organizers and for the people who
keeq NASIG Nnning? I believe Solomon himself
would have difficulty finding a fair and equitable
solution to this growing pain. I sure havea't.

4) Should tbe NASIG grant program be apmded
beyoadtbecunmtstudentgrantprogram?
Each y e a NASIG awards grants to w e d library
school studeats to attend the annual confcrmce. The
god of the program is to introdu~2
these studmts to
various .spec@of the d
s informption c h i n and
-wage
them to seek a career in the serialsare~.
'Ibis is a very popular p
m with~the membership
and one of which NASIG is justifiably proud.
Should NASIG develop pthcr grant or awards
programs? It bas beea suggested that we should
spomor a scholarship for a library school Shdent
withaspeciaIintexestin~managemat.Indced,
we have been approached more than once by library
school studeats for funding to dlow them to complst.
their programs. Should we develop a 'first stsp'
award to support travel and registdon for sowho is new to the d
s field to attead the annual
conf-?
Should we devebp ' a c r o s s - W
pmgram to support WveI and registration for
seriaIists who hail from countries Iike those in the
-f
Sovist Union, Africa, or South Ammica?
Should we make an annual or biannual award to
support lwmrch about some .spect of seri.ls work?

NASIG'6 philosophy of Mm-cumuemialism with
speakers in order that they 'keep commerce out of
NASIG.' The proceedings are edited with M eye to
. . .
ehmmatmg or mindzing 'CommerCiaIs' that
nevertheIess crept tnto papets and presmtations.
However, there are timea when members have noted
that it would be nice to have a veador sponsor a
shuttle service t o l h m the lirport at the confor uderwrite the cost of a reception or banquet, or
to have a publisher fund a d grant.
Additionnlly, there are timS whm a publisher or
vendor cannot give a meaaingful confacclce or
continuing eddonpresentPtionwithoutrefening to
some a s p t of his or her compmy's wok.

In the stntegic planning survey cooducted a couple of
years ago. the membnship wasasked to m p n d to
a question about the NASIG policy in regad to
.coePting gifts and cootributions. 46.5% of the 693
members who respoaded to the survey mid they
would not change the policy. 45.9% said that they
fivored outside. fund raising dvities. Support for
this basic NASIG teael appears to be a g a ~ toss
k
up!
Should NASIG change its b y h w to .cocpt gilts or
contributions that b f i t the uembedl'p? Should
we auow Mu comm2l&ll membas to discuse their

productsandsaviccs? Thisissuestrilrcsatthevery
heart of the organiration. Depeadins on me's poiat
of view, a change might be positive or negative but
it would CMninly be dnuuatic. Whelhez we should
or should not Chsnge this policy r e d a question,
and a peremid growing pain.

There are pros and cons touch of these suggestiolls,
whichtheBoardwillbeconsidering. Whilethe6u
suggestions repnsent growing pains, they llso offer
NASIG exciting opporlunities for groulb and
dVM-t.

5) Should NASIG m m i d e r its policy of not
acceptin& m n m d support? Sbould we d m a
mnmerdpl interests to be disassed in NASIG
publicstiom or dvitics?
Since its inception, NASIG hns espoused a noncommercial stance. We do not have coprate or
institutional memberships; everyone joins as M
individual member. We do not have vendor or
publisher booths at the annual meeting. We do not
accept or solicit corporate sponsorship for MYof our
activities.
The program committee discuses
4

These five isguss are just. taste of the growing pains
that we a~countexin NASIG each day. Each issue M
muItidimwJsid, there arc no easy answers, no
obvious rights or wrongs, and if you think that tben
are, then you pro&mbIyhaven't burd d sides of tbc
issue! Theissuesariseinvariousguisesaadare
handled in a variety of wnys. They are not treated as
merely Eoard or committee issues, but as NASIG
issues.

In ordcr to keep in touch with the membership, 0ve.r
the yeam the NASIG Board hns undertaken two
strategic planning surveys. We dso prepare and
tabulate a lengthy evaluation form for registrant
feedhack at each annual confemce. As I mite, a
task force is preparing a draft of a vision statement to
which NASIG members 4 be asked to respond; I
-President's Comer-

hope to discuss this vision stptemmt in my next
'President's Corner.' In addition, NASIG-L is M
.ppqKiate value for discuMiw of issues such as
these, which do indeed heat up the various electmnic
committee lists and NASIG-L itaelf fmm time to

time.
It is inrpOrtpnt to note that NASIG is s t i l l a relatively
young organization. Over its early yeam the m ~ y
individuals who have served as its lepders and on its
committees and tnsL forces have helped to develop
policies and guidelines. They are in large m e p ~ ~ c
responsible for the w1cces8es the Orgsnizption has
.chiwed to date. However, it is also very ;mpOrtnnt
to note that the mep
as a whole
in
response to bylaws Wets, strategic planning
muveys, a ~ u a Confcrmce
l
evaluation forms, and
alulual n o d o n s and elections -has .Is0helped to
develop the policies and guidelines that have ennbled
the organization to grow and move f d . Yet as
y w all know too well, we are b l d to live in
'interastiog times,'
timss of sweeping chauge.
Policies and guidelines that worked well for NASIG
h & y e U ~ ~ ~ b C r c v i o vand
e dWis e d OnM
ongoing basis to m chpnging UCedE and
cirmmstnnces. We have to keep OUT eyes and minds
attuned to a moving tuget. The new officer and
Board members youwill dect in the spring, t h e m
committeechrirs and committee membas who will
be qpontcd prior to at the 1994 alulual confcralcc,
and the NASIG membedu'p itself will face M ever
reakswhg aeries of cluuage3, or growing pins.

-
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I wouldlike to IhmkTassr Malinowskiand October
Ivins for talking with m about the concept of this
cohnu~Md det.ils of the issuea presented here.

9TB ANNUAL NASIG CONFERENCE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA,
VANCOUVER,B.C. CANADA,J ~ a 2-5,
e
1994 I

pminsul.of over lo00acms of woodl.ad, a ssluded
hav~onlymin~awpyfromQwnto~V~ver.
Nestled at the Pacific ocepn's edge and fnmd by
the cosstpl Mountains, Vpncouver is a mphisticated
and cosmopolitan city that has mmthing to offer
everyone including those who want it all!

-

Vpncouver can be easily reached by various means of
tramportotion. All of the major airlines offer daily
fights to the Vancouver InternationalAirport, located
about 20 minutes from UBC.
Alkmativdy,
delegptss may chm& to travd via M e ,
Washington whereupon they can journey the 200
miles north to Vancouver via plane, car, ferry or
bus. There are endless touring options available in
the region. We mcommend that visitors C0nside.r
allowing for a few extra days of vacation time to do
further exploring.
The mmbas of the Conferrnoe Planning Committee
are: Nadine Baldwin (LJBC)). Margare4 Bnwn
(Kwautlal college), Ann Doyle (LJBC), Diane
Grover (University of Wpshin%on). M.rlaac
Hamakaw (LJBC), M.tt %~~IIIM (UBC), Tsrry
H o w (UBC), Ttmesa Iverson (UBC), Kat
McGrath, Quir (UBC), Katy N
h (University of
Victoria), MarPrice (LJBC), Elma Romaniuk
(University of Victori.), and Laurie Suthcrlpad
(University of Washingtca).

w.tch for morc details of the COafaeDfc (including
p b for p
b p g r u ~a. ndmon bu-beque, and a night on the town) in fuhue iswcss of the
Ilcwsleaer. For further information, please 000t.d:
Kat McGrath
Asst. Head,Order Division
fibruy. gCuItr0
2206 East Mall,
University of British Columbii
Vancouver. B.C. CANADA
V6T lZ3
Tel: 604-822-5476
Fax: 604-822-3201
Intanct:k.lm
' g.ubc.u
~

Kat McGrntb
Greetings from Super-natural British Columbia and
tbe UBC conference Planning committee! Here in
Vancouver, we are busy coorditing m g e m e u t s
for NASIGs first conference in the Pacific Northwest
and second meeting in Canada.

Following the historic 1993 VMCOUVCI Summit
meeting of U.S. President Bill Clinton and Russian
-dent
Boris Yeltsin, C h t o n remarked, 'The
beauty of Vancouver has inspiired our work here.'
We feel confident that attendees of NASIG's next
conference in June 15'94 will mjoy equal mcceas.

The University of British Columbia has the largest
university campus in North America resting on a
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The tramition process. wide slow to &art, has
moved very quickly. The initial start-up was delayed
80 that the previous tressurn could complete the
Brown Wereace financial port. In the md, the
informption was delayed from Brown 80 the
Canfereace Financial Report was preppred by tbe
incomingtranuer.

In order to minimize thenumber of new issues that
bad to be bpndled, dl of the banking relntioaships
have beea rotnined with Nations Bank in Atlanta.
NASIG has a ptpndprd checking account, an interest
bearing mvings .ocount, and UL inveatment .ccoullt
with another organhion. All banking is bnndled by
d.
so far this setup is Mtisfactory.

In the fmt four weeks, a new reimbursemmt form
and financial guidelines weze developed and
implemented.
The s d of w u n t s is mainfained on Quick= 2.0 for
wiodows. Thesypremisersytouseandisndequnte
for NASIG at this time.

Cash Position
The d test of an orgmimtim is its abiity to
geouakr. the nkes8pTy fvnds to pay its commitnuats
in the name cycle. NASIG is cunmtly in M
excellent cash positionwith the following bplpnoss:
CheckiugAcanmt
Savings Account
Investmpt AcMlnt
TOTAL
We have the

$19,869.89
$30,618.04
$43,243.56 (900)
$93,131.49
strmgtb to meet our short-term

and have adequate protection for
down-turn in membership or wnfeshortfall.
wmmitmmts

a

Fiscal Year
under a ulmdu year fiscal year.
cycle splits the tern bf tbe into-kng
President, which 88em confusiig, but is the current
status. Membership fees received in the fall are
treated as uneamed revenue and moved to the next
period. All new metubem as well as renewals are
d e d over to the next year.
NASIG

ODerPtes

h e bud&

6

The 1993 Operating budge4 is on target. ’Ihc b m e
fromthe intenst is lower than prior yurs, but this is
due to the low interest rptes rather than poor cash
now.

****

PLEASE NOTE that mmbership renewals were due
on December 15, 1993.

1993 NASIG CONFERENCE FINANCIAL
REPORT I Dpa Tonkery
The annual coaferencc was again a well-orgmid
and a successful W
i went.
Tbs 1993
wnfproduced aa income of $142,298.50
versus expose of $133,529.98, leaving i positive
balance of $8,168.52 for the confereclcs.

-

The regisrntioll this year included 400 rcsidmts, an
additional 93 full-time commuters, and 42 day
atteak.

On my given day over 500 people

the Pro-

Given the advantage of hindsight there ue a series of
l - e c o d‘008 that I W d like the Boud to
collsida for future conf-:
registrator should keep or
1. The cod-fain
8 d&&aS3 Of dl mfi&dS &IUU& the
d of the culf-.
switching to the
Trepwucr at the start of the wnfonly
resultsin8bmakinthedatabc. onlyone
d.t.bscsbouldbemaintained.
Adotrb.se
sbould be built for registration purposss and
shuad with the Tlw.wKer.
2. Tbe Trasvnr needs to Lsep full record8 on
deposits. The pcposit dptshs+ is nollexistuIt.
If one .ttempts to Iccollcile a deposit, there is w
data. It is unclear if all of the cash collected at
the wnfereace is depsited.
3. The local contract with tbe host site should be.
clear on W h t overhead expmses ue going to be
charged to NASIG. Police, Fin Mlrshnls, room
&-up, and health services should be idmtified
up-front. I suggest a sign-off p d u f f i for the
local contract that includw the requirement that
a fiopncipl analysis be incorporated in the
procedures.
4. A clear poticy of non-fee cptesories for
conference attedance should be developed. The
registrator should not have to be a judge, and the
policy needs to be made available before
registration.

I
.

NASIG l993 BROWN CONFERENCE

NASIGNET: An Introduction & Orerricw of
&mias /Birdie MacLennnn and Marilyn GeJk

FINANCIAL mATEMENT
1/1/93 lhrougb 9/30/93

An updnte from the Electronic Communications
Committee, posted on NASIG-L August. 1993

139,692.00
2,380.00
226.50
142,298.50

7.378.47
300.00
1,227.61
1,455.00
3,506.62
9,862.50
745.25
53,614.00
39,895.54
331.46
3,625.70
1,900.17
133.74
280.00
20.00
1,059.50
1,432.50
2.745.15

Introduction
NASIGNET is the electronic communications forum
of the North Amricpn Serials Interest Group, Inc.
Thc NASIG Electnmic Communicatim Ne4w01-k
serves as an outlet for matters, COIICC~S,and issuss
that are dated to the organimtion and its
membership. Participntion in NASIGNET is limited
to members of NASIG. As of August 1993,
appmximptely 70% of the NASIG msmbsrship (687
subscribas) had electmnic .ddresses @tcmec or
Bitnet) and the capability to participate.
NASIGNET

is nnnaged

by

the Electmnic

Gmununications Co&ttae.
Birdie UacLanan
(Univ. of Vamont) and Marilyn GeUer WIT) are the
nvrentcochurs
'
of the ECC. Our 'dectmnic

community' is made possible by coUt.gues at the
Amricrn Mathematical Society's Ann Arbor Oflice.
headed by David Rodgem. A M S pmvidss technicrl
support .ad houses NASIGNET on its mpinfnm
computer.

1,m.o
2,055.00
22.00
919.77
133.529.98

S 8.768.52

1) NASIG-L

( l i s r s g V ~appli4011):

Saves as the dectmnic buletinbxrd (or discussion
outlet) for meof the orgmimtion. Appmpriatc

topica for -on
incl& u ~ ~ ~ o u ~ ~ c cnews,
mmts,
mktings. reports, and issues of collc~nto mGmbas
tht may affect actions of an o r g m i w i d nrturc.
Messages should be m t to:
NAS1G-mE-MATH.AMS. ORG
mepns that any
message sent to NASIG-L will automatically be
posted to the mtire list without human intervmtion.
Please remember that if you reply to a message on
the list, it will be delivered to the eatin list. If you
intmd to respond to an individual cited in a NASIG-L
message, you must address your e d to the
individual instead of using your system's reply

This list is unmodernted, which

WtlUWlld.

8

-NASIGNET-

The focus of the discussioll list is Orgnnintiolul
issues. It das not deal with seripls contat, or cover
@discussions .bout d s . P
wishing to
participte in a aerials conteat forum U I ~ / O ~ to
ddnss mpttas of g m d interest to serialists arc
referred to the SERIALST forum (mad to:
SERIAIST@UVMVM or
SERIAIST@UVM.VVM.EDU
for mort i n f d o n ) .

2) committee Listservers:
A group list (or listserver) is available for eDch
stnnding committee, t.sl-forw d working group.
Committee listsavcrs support committee work d

discussion. Th€selistsfullctioninthesunempnncr
NASIG-L in that YOU reply to 8 list me88.p~will
be seat to the mtin list. If you in&
to rrspwd to
UI individual, you mustyour message tothat
individual instead of using your Bystem’s reply
cornmud. Particip.ti00 on t h m lists is limited to
d h o r g r o u p m e m b c r s . FormmiafoI7MtiO11
about estnblishing a listsener discussion forum for
your NASIG committee or worlcing group. contact

Birdie MacLeunnn (bmaclmo@uvmvm.bitnet or
bmaclean(lDuvm.uvm.edu).
3) NASIG Gopher

An Internet Gopher has kea seated for use by
NASIG members. It incluQs full elechoic texts of
the procmdiags of the 1992 NASIG Cod-,
the
Bylaws, d amslcttus beginning with tbe Dec.
1592 h.
In dditim, tbe NASIG Gopba provides
a gateway to Library Catdogs tht uc available 011
the In-,
to Phoneboolrs from other institutions.
MdtootherInternetGOphas. Youmay.cccsstbe
NASIG Gophez by wing 8 gopher client or by using
teW convmtions. The NASIG Gopher is a private
gopher intmded for membas’ use only. Therefore,

it is not ngi&rcd with the University of M
i
or MY other public gopher ate d is not roccssible
from any other gopk.

AcaarsviaGopherclimt:
eQlath.sms.org 8Ooo
Access via tehet
Telaet to: e-math.uns.org
Login as: wig-pr
P.ssword: d g - p r (Tbis will not appear on your

4) NASIG FTP Site
A NASIG FTP ate has been sstoblisbed which
includes dl of the organimtion’s flea available in tbc
NASIG Gopher d has the sune structun of
directories d tubdhXories as the NASIG Gopher.

Aocess to the NASIG FIT site:
ftp *math.sms.org
Login: Msig-pr
Ppssword: wig-pr (Tbiswill not appear 00 your

-

-)
cd nnsig.gopher

C o d for nnvigating in the NASIG FTP site:
Is Tolistm~Mirsctoriesdfilesintbecurra~l

cd T o c h p n g e t o a ~ t o r y
get

To get 8 fle listed in the curreat PUbdiFectory

JMluc Enh.ncements

NASIG is working to provids its me&
with a
wmpreheasive electmnic mvimnmeat inwhichto
tnaacl busio.ss. In addition to offsring d i e m
lists, Gopher d FTP rces8 to org8nimtioll.l
information,we evmtually hope to provide electronic
.00088 b the NASIG membership dirrdory, d
various other publications.
’Ibe Electronic
co&dmcommitteeis.Isoworlringtoa manual which will help members use NASIGNET
d u p l o n other 1t8ou~oc8for serialists in the L.rgss
rralm of the Internet.
Watch the NASIG-L
disamsion forum d the NASIG Newsletter for
progrcse repoas Md .nDouacunmt8. we greatly
w i a t e your ideas. Please s e d your commeats to
Birdie MacLrnnsn ( b 1 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ v m w n . v m . e doru )

Marilyn G d e r (mgd-eaa.mit.edu).
NASIG Electmn~
‘c comrmmications committee

Mnrilp GeUer, M.ssschusetts Instilute of
Technology,(&-chair)
mgeUer@mit.edu
Birdie MpcLmnsn, University of Vermont,
(-)

bmaclem@uvmvm.uvm.edu

Ann ErcelPwn, Vmderbiilt University
select: VTlOo

-NASIGNET-

HU?h@CtIWX.VPnderbilt.edu
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C i y Hepfn, SUNY-Buffdo, Ex-officio
bslcindy@ubvm.cc.buffdo.edu

theListserv.ddressandlistname]
1.

Knte H-g,
SUNY-Buffdo
dkh@ubvm.cc.buffdo.edu

G m d Listserv Information Commands

[topic] - To get a list of Listsnv help
commands, or to get specific i a f d o n on a
8elected topic (e.g.. help Lists)

HELP

Betty Lpndesrma, George Wsshingtoa University
betty@gwuvm.gwu.edu
A m Okerson, Assocutl
' 'onof R
b-

Libraries

INFORMATION <listllpme> - TO get i a f ~ r m p t i ~ n
about the specified tist.

.nn@cni.Org

Shiela Kcii Oshemff, Oregon State University
oshmfs@ocnuil.onn.edu

Maggie

Rioux,

Woods

Hole

Oceanographic

LISTS
node.

- To gel a listing of d lists served by the

WHICH - To get a li&g of d lists to 'wbicV you
.re subscribed.

Inslimtion

mrioux@whoi.edu

2. S U M b e r Commpnd s l e d Mail ODtionS

Gaddine Wilhms. Northern Kmtudry University
..
wahms@hm.bitne4

SUBSCRIBE <listnrmc> <your name> -To joio
a list (note: NASIG mmbas are .uromSticaUy
added to NASIG-L whm they join tbe organhtion;
u8c the SUBSCRIBE ulmmaad to r e p t addreas

UNM LlSTsERV COMMANDS SUMMARY

cbnnges or Upaws).

commrnd Options for NASIGNET D&m
Fonuns where <listname>=NASIG-L, or whae
< l i ~ > = < m & t t c e list>

UNSUBSCRIBE <lishrpm > TOrsmo~cy-If
from a list or discussion forum.

-

RECIPIENTS

The following oomrmad options ue. applicable for
NASIGNET, and for othcr discussion forums and
nmsleaers thut use An;.stusios Kotsikonas' Unix
Listsav version 5.5.
commrnds for NASIG
listservers are sent to: LISTSERVa-EMATH.AMS.ORG (i.e., not to NASIG-L. please) to
adjust mail distribution options in sendirrg or
mxiving mad, to retrieve d v e s , or find out mon
about what's available from tistsnv m i a s at cmath.uns.org.

<lisbumc>

-

<listname>
or
REVIEW
To g& (or review) the aubecziber

listing.

SET <->

<option> - T ~ s e t p ~ ~ ~ l m a i l

distritnltim options for a list.
Optim call bc:

SET <listname> MAILACK-yourmesagcisseat
bOdrtoYW

SET <listMm> MAILNOACK-yourmasppein
llOtseottoyOU

MAIL POSTPONE - stops
delivay of mad
SET <listllpme> MAIL ACK - nwcmeS delivssy of
SET <listonm>

Available c o d arc divided into 3 parts:
1. G a d Listacrv Information Commpnds
2. Subscriber C o d and Mail Options
3. Index and AFchivecommsnds
NOTE: There is no dot.bsselaearcb function with
Kotsikonas' Unix Listacrv software.

SeDd d commpDds for NASIGNET lists to:
LISTSERV@E-MATH.AMS.ORG @leas= do not
send them to the list itselfl)
[commands ue. also applicable at other site6 that
utilize Unix Listsnv (ver. 5.5). simply by adjustmg
10

d

-3. b
dptnbpse function, or

fraereisno
archival d capability]

INDEX @ i ~ t ~ m[/pssnvordle]
TO get PD index of
available archives, or files in selected list mhives.

-

GET <listnuIle> ARCHIVE [~pnsswordl[psrtsl
To get the archive, or part (if the mhive is brokm
down into parts) from the specified list.

-NASIGNET-

*IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT PASSWORDS TO
INDEXES AND ARCHIVES:
As of Aug. 1993, each of N A S I G W s listserv
archives hs been set up with passwords to msure
confidentiality and list-subscriber
only to each
of the lists. In order to obtain the index or archive of
a specific lia, you must use the ‘/password’ in any
archive requests that you scnd to the list.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE Applicatim forms
will be available after J ~ u p r y17, 1994, in ALA
accredited library schools and from Lisp A. Mpcllin,
C h k , Library Science Student Grant Committee.
Completed applications should be smt 10: Lisp A.
M.cklin, Head,Serials Control Deputmzrt, Georgia
Tech Library, Atlanta, GA 30332-0900. Phone: 404894-4521.Internet:lisp.macklin@library.gatech.edu.

The curreat NASIG-L d v e password is: InasiglPD (eke slrnb and upper or lower case letters in
password; they do count).

APPLICATION DEADLINE: M a d 1, 1994.
ApplicrtionS received after this date will not be

To retrieve the NASIG-L archive, you would s e d an
empil -ge
to: listserv-math.ams.org
that
r e d % GET NASIG-L ARCHIVE /nasial-PD

AWARD NOTIFICATION Award recipimta will be
notified by April 15, 1994. A mpximUm of six
glMts may be awarded for 1994.

NASIG CONFERENCE GRANT AWARDS I L i y
Macklin

LIBRARY

-

considersd.

SCIENCE STUDENT GRANT
RECIPIENTS’ REPORTS ON 1993 NASIG
CONFERENSELECTED RESPONSES I

The North American sai.ls I n W Group (NASIG)
kMt orgMimti@nbringing togc4llcz
msny segmmts of the aeripls informotion chpin to
study and explore common interests, problems, and
ideas. NASIG is cunmtly secking candidates for
grauk? to attend the Ninth h d c!mfe.fmce to.be
held at the University of British Columbia,
V ~ c o u v e r ,c.nndp,June 2 to 5,1994. Through the
granting of tkae a d , NASIG desires to
epcoungc participation in this information chain by
shldeatswho ue in&
in some aspect of suials
work upon compl&on of their p r o f c s s i d degree.

MKerSel
Each year, recipimts of the grant to .tteod the
NASIG wufare asked to submit a written
report, structured as responses to specific questioas,
about their 4
- ex@-.
Hem.the Student
Grant Committeeshues with the NASIG mmbershiP
of the studcots’ unnmmts.

-

1. Why do you fed it is worthwhile for stuto n t k d n NASIG maferem?

W e got the seme of how a large orgMimtimworLs
tog&
to accomplish its goals, something that
would be impossible to discan at an ALA meting.

!2uDEum
SCOPE OF AWARD: Recipients are expected to
attead the entin confenace and submit a brief
writtm rcport to NASIG. Exfor tnvel.

Sbrdmrs at a NASIG wuference gel to aee the m y
common and diverse clemats of being a Bsriplisrd
at once. serinl libnripas (refrrmce, catdoeiug,

registration, mesls and lodging will be paid by
NASIG.

ELIGIBILITY: Students who ue m t l y m U e d
at the graduate level in any ALA accredited degree,
and who have expressed an interest in serials ~
d
technical services work, are. eligible. Applicants
must be full- or part-time students at the time of
application. In order to Pccept an award, a reripient
be employed in a position requiring M ALA
accdited degree, nor on leave from such a position,
at the time of acceptance of the grant. Equal
consideration will be given to all qualified applicants,
with p r e f m c e given to those graduating the year of
the wnference.

acquisitions. bindery, etc.), subscription agents,
vendors, publishers - they’re d at NASIG togder.
h

I believe that it is vitally important for library d o 0 1
students to have interaction with professionals in the
field throughout their graduate school tenure.
The worlcshops and pRsentptioas are very pragmPtic

d practical.
After attending ALA for the first time a few weeks
ago, I can understand why many p p l e prefer to
.ttend NASIG conferences!
NASIG is lea6
11

formidnble and intimidating; workshops m held at
buildings in close proximity; tMsportotioll is not
rsquirad from dorms to workshops, meals, and
receptions; .ttendccs u e very frimdly and willing to
shnrc from their experimw; and, worksbops relate
more closely to specific positions of nUmdees.

interesting conversations, and got good advice for my
job search.

I felta d ~ I S C ofcommunity - it m8 amazing to
be in the same room with 30 other serial d o g e r s !

Issues covered at the wnfermce were also importpnt
I feel the NASIG conference is valuable because of
the balance it achieves. The size is manageable for
a first tim wnfemce attmdee. I wps able to
navigate the conference without heunning
overwhelmed by options. At the spmc time, I was
exposed to a great many p p l e with differing
perspectivg. Balance wps also obvious in the
sessions offmd. Issues d i d ranged frombroad
rssessmmts of the futun, to prncticpl work
applications. This gives me many things to muse
h u t , 18 m u Ls &tic
methods of solving daily
work problem.
Having studmts at the confmmce helps NASIG as
well.
NASIG is known for its hospitality,
P
.W andinnovations. Having&tswith
tbeir own ideas, experimw and expectations
helps keep NASIG new and growing.

...

2.

How did attending the mnfertnce beaelit you

tome 18 a student. Much ofwhnt was discussed will
fit very well with my remaining claws. I will be
able to use information h m the p l q and
con-t
stssiom _..in an indqxadmt shdy this

m.

@aura Gnsaway] commmted that libraries ue not
they’ll follow the law always. Her
commmts followed me home and have stayed with
me since. I thought of my schooling and work
experiences and whe&er I’ve risked or not. Since.
NASIG, I’ve k more willing to SpUL up, try
things I may not have considexed beforc, d SeeL to
make a diff-.
I see the serials and libmy
professions 18 plnces Umere risk will be more and
morenecesspry. IamverythankfdthatthisNASIG
npeaker brought this to my atteation.

risk takers

-

3. Did attending the mnfeMer plans?

influenee your

persoapus?

I came. away from the confermce with a bcaer
undsrstpnding of the nroure of d
s work. I also
r e d i d how much h a confermce caa be and how
hard-working and dedicated are the people .s~ociated

Yes,somWhy. 1 h a d w q r u l m s . b w t ~ w o r L
before the conf-.
and I wouldn’t hitate to take
a professid job in seripls now
I would be vsry
intacstcd in a poaition that would combine d s
and refereace wok.

...

with NASIG.
[Attmding worlrehops] helped provide a csrtlin l~llse
and a gauge as towhere I am in my understMding of
the d s profesim.

In addition to meering scvcrpl people that I had k
working with over e-mail, or whse articles I read in
the p r o f e s s i d litenhue, I found the sessions on
SISAC and ED1 to be especially informative.
I was pleased with how easy it wps to approscb
NASIG nUmdces and how willing they were to talk
with me.
I like the very practical suggestions on job-hunting,
including places I could apply to and plnces I
probpbly would not be comfortable.

I made good contacts among NASIG members, bnd
12

Aamding the confmce served to strmgthm my
decision to go into d
s work.
Atteoding the NASIG conference has collfirmsd for
me that my inin serials is weU placed. I M
p l e a d that there is a diverse group of c o d
@es
mstling with the difficult, but incredibly
exciting, issues that will need to be resolved 18
electronic mvironmmts become d t y .
S d
f
d thinlcing is critical to make the best use of
the potential that exists. I would be proud to be part
of it.

4. What suggestions do you have for the 1994
NASIG Student Grant Rogrnm?
Mostly, keep much of whnt has beea done the 8pme.
Put a little more information about the library
studmts’ intemts andlor backgrounds on the info
-1993 Studmt Grant Reports-

page that is dietributedwiththeconf-

matads.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
REPORT I Adrinn Alexander

COMMlTTEE

I would suggest some specific form of guidance in
woksbop selection.

The topics covered are

too specialized for a person without work
experience in the area to judge accurately.

so&

Try to increase the number of recipients; this is

a

very worthwhile outreach pmgram.
5. Additional comments or suggestio~~:
The grant itself is very generous. I would assume
that similar grants m y not include mtire registration
cost as well as plane fare.

[Add a grant] for paraprofessional level workers
and/or partially needy librarians unable to attend the
annual wnfwithout some heIp.
The codwas well-organizd and enjoyable;
including the flyer uivntising the event, registration
itself, meals, reoeptions, workshops, ctc.
I enjoyed meeting the otba library students,
commililx mmbcrs. geaing to laow thew their
backgrounds, UC. I even liked the c o l d stickers
on my name tag - various people intmduced
themselves
d e n they recopid m s a baby

...

The Continuing Education Committee organized a
very successful workshop titled 'Bridging the Gap; A
Guide to Effective Ve-ndornibrary Relations' at the
Mou~Inin PL.ins Library Association/Colondo
Library Asmcion d e l m c e in snowmsss,
Colorado on October 1. The workshop was cosponsored with C W s Technical Services Division as
a pre-confemce and was .tlcoded by about 25
people, including one serials librarian from a state
that is not even parl of MPLA! In her evaluation,
she said that this program was the only reason Sbe
c a m , and that it was well worth her time and money
todoso.

Our keynote speaker in the morning was Cuol Pitts
Ha*.
Head of Aquisitioas at Ohio State
University. Carol spoke on effective v&
selection
and wan followed by a reactor pawl 0OnsiSti.g of
Donnice Cochenour, Head of Serials at Colora&
State University, Stan Terry, head of EBSCO's
Dmver office, and Sally Houghton, H e d of
Technical Services at Pikes Peak Library District in
Colorado Springs. A very lively and informstivC
Q&A with the a u d i a ~finshed
~~
up the m
o
m
nession.

eerjnlist.

the .Aemoan, three workshops uI.rc off&
Sandy Bsrstow, Head of Acquisitions at the
university of Wyoming, talked about chsnpins
automated system; D i ~ eLunde, Ommvntim
Librarian at Colorpdo state u. and Sara willipms.
prawvation Librarian at the univasity of Colorado,
d i d binding .ndbinders, and Elennor Mitchell.
Had of Access Servicss at Arizolv S U e Univ.lWest
Campus and h M c K e e of Faxm talked about
docurrmt delivery.
specid ulauks go to committee members Donnice
cocbmwr and h M c K e e for d of their finc
work in planning and orgpniang this mrlsbop. state
and regional library d e m c e s u e
excellent
vsoue for NASIGaponsored pmgnum. If you have
an idea for a seripls-related program for your
confelmce, the NASIG Continuing Education
Committee can help! Contact Adrian Alexander,
Chair, at 817-195-2468 or alexPnder@faxon.com for
mole infotmation.

In
Regardless of my fi~turecareer path after graduation,
the confumce will hold a special p l s a among my
memoria. Not only did I have a p a t time, but I
learned a great deal, too.

I will always treamuc this experieuce.
ht9StiC1

-1993 S M d G W t Reports-

It was
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TITLE CHANGES I Euea F d Dunureau
DJOTE: Please submit information b u t position or
job changes. for yourself or other members, to the

Editor.]
Joe Altimus writes that he g r a d d from San Jose
State University's MLS pmgram in December 1992
and started as Serials cataloger at the University of
Oregon in March 1993. His phone number is
503-346-5607; h i s email a d d r e s s i s
jaltimus@oregon.wregon.edu.

#**
Nadine Balmsin, Head, Order Division at the
University of British Columbia has a new half-time,
two-year appintmmt as Assistant University
Librarian for Techniul Services.

AlifeLnae, serinls cataloger and fonnerbcsd of the
Serials Cataloging Section at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. retired on June 30.1993, after 37
years at the University. A member of NASIG since
its inception. Alice attmded the first five Annual
Conferences, from 1986 to 1990.

****
D e b o d Leggett tellsus that she is 'ne-wat Baystate
M e d i d Center at Springfield' in MPssrchuserrs. Sbe
is now Head of Resource Mnnngemmt (which she
hs translated for leaders outside of Baystate as
"Techaicd Services') d cpll be reached at
413-784-8631. Her fax number is 413-784-4197;ber
email .ddrsss is now dleggett@delphi.com. Deb was
formerly Southwest R e g i d Repwahtive for
Fuon.

#**

****

Janice Lhquist npoas that 'I m t from
Susan Bdumfuse, formerly Serials Library
Assistant at Grinell College in Grinell, Iowa, is now
Techaid savicee/Systems Librarian at Newton
Public Library in Newton, I o m . She c.0 be reached
.t 515-7924108,01 by fax at 515-7914729.

Aquisitions Librarian at the Univezsity of M i d ,
K.nsps City to Head of Acquisitions at Rice
Univezsity in Houston.' She can be reached .t:
jlindq@iceml.rice.edu; or at 713-5274023.

**#

*#*

Lisa Mnddin, chir of the studmt
Vivian Buell, who was W e r of Approval
Programs at M e n BooLseUers, npoas that shehas
1.1 M e n
of November 30, 1993 to rebun to
d e h o o d d school.

****
Thomas Champssae writes tbot: 'I have moved
from tbe world of private law firm libraries (back)
into the world of academic libraries. I am now a
Serials Cataloging LibrPriaa at the University of

Michigan

H n r h Hatcher Graduate Library,

cataloging uerials held in the I d d i e Collection of

the Special Collections Library. For those of you
who do not b o w anything about the LDhdie
Collection, it is a collection of social protest and
reform literahue, with serials dating fromthe 1880's
to the p-t.
And is it ever wonderful stuff to
catalog! One of the major themes is Anarchism, and
they often were anarchist with their publications too!'
T h O I i m can be d e d at:
thomns.o.champagne@um.cc.umich.edu;
or at
3 13-763-3426.
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GMts

control
at Georgia Institute of Technology in
Atlanta on September 13,1993. F-ly,
Lisa was
the Seri& Records Librarian at the Univemity of
North T e u s in Denton, Texas. Although Lisr.
misses Texas, she is enjoying tbe frill colors d dl
the things to do in A t h t o . Lisp can now be reached
Committee, was named Hesd. Serials

at:

Head, suinls coatrol Dept.
Georgia Institute of Tecbnology
Library and Information Center
A t l ~ t n GA
,
303324900
Internet l i s p . ~ l i b l a l y . g ~ . e d u
Phone: 404-894-1517

****
Kris K. McCPnn's title at D a w n Subscription
Services has changed from customr Service
Mnnnger to VP-OperPtions. She can be reached at
kris.mccam@awsnn.com or at 815-7344183.

-Title Changes-

Anne McKee Write6 that 'After 14 years of
experimce in audeanic d
s deprhmnts (as a
student assistant, support staff member, and the last
five years as a Serials Librarian), I decided to
explore the other side of libnripnship. I am very
pleased to announce that as of Au.upust 9th. 1993, I
accepted the position of the Westem Regional Sales
Manager for the Fuon Compauy.

'My territory covers Arizona, Cdifomin, and
Nevada and when I am not on the road visiting
existing and prospective clients, I am working in my
office at home in Phoenix, Arizonn.

'I have thoroughly ENJOYED my new position and
am d d e u t it was the right move for me. I must
admit however that it felt a little strange not to be
W O h g M i n f O d i o n booth OD #OM ClmpUS

sales development,' and notes that at Fuon, S u a u
'will impl-t
account development pmgrams and
perform market d y s e s limed at &reagth&g
Fuon's
presence in the Berials back volume
industry.' S u a u can be ruched at 617-329-3350,
ext. 141, and her fax number is 611-329-9875. Her
e d addres is morgano@faxon.com.

****
Daphne mer, submissions Editor for the
Newslew Md formerly Function Coonibtor for
Serials Receiving at Wright State University, became
Supervisor of the Technical Services Depsrtmmt at
the Cunegie Public Libruy in WashinCourthow, OH in August. Her new phone number
is 614-335-2540, her fax number is 614-335-8604.

****

duringthetirutwceLofthenewacademicymr!'

Anne can be & over the Internet at
-uon.com,
01 by p h m at 602-876-8228.
**U

Birdie MneLcaapn, CG-Chau' of the Electronic
c o m m a m i d m committee, whase position at the
BaileyIHm Library at the University of Vermont
was f-yl
Serials Cataloger. has a new title:
serials CaOdiMm.
#

Joyce McDonough. f o d y Assist.nt D w . is
now D w , Technical Support & Aquisitions at
the C o l d i s University Libraries. Her phone and
fax numbers mr& the mne, buther email .ddress
is now jrnM@columbia.edu.

****
Swan Morgaoo has provided the Wvsletter with a
press release dated September 30, 1993 from the
Faxw Compaay, in which it is reported that Faxon
is 'pleased to announce the appointmDt of Susan M.
Morgano as Sales Manager of Fuon Quest. In this
key role, Ms. Morgano w
ill develop and implement
initiatives designed to improve the qunlity of Faxon
Quest services as well as increase the number of
clients.' Tbe release goes on to say that 'Prior to
joining Fuon,Ms. Morgano & the national sales
rep-tative
for Alfred Jaeger, Inc., a periodical
back volume d d e r , where she was responsible for
-Title Changes-

Naucy Stanley. f-ly
Head, Aquisitions
Receiving, writes tht: 'As of May 1 of this yur, I
became a member of the Acquisitions Management
Team at Peon State University Libraries. My new
title is Joint Chief of the Acquisitions Dept. (I am
not fond of the title but am stuck with it until we
comple
'
'onin Aquisitions or until they
h d ~ 0 t h
title to replace the word 'chief.)
Acquisitim is the subject of a pilot d y at Peon
state to re-oKgalli2.e to self-dirraed workteams. We
have just completed the work of the Steering
committeephse. Duringthisphsewelodredat
the possibility for moving toward Team in the
Dqmrhmmt. Thc Steering Committee membership
npramted dl levels within the libraries'
..
-onand
includedcustomr represeatation.
The Steuing Committee completed a survey of stpff
intheDcpt.todclerrmae
'
the feasibility of S D W s
in Aquisitions and the results were very positive.
We are now forming the Design Term who will
obviously design the new orguimtiw. "

AnniL.Sverrung, who was Serials L i b T p T i ~at the
chnlmers Univemty of Technology Library in
Gotheabury, Sweden, is now Head, Technical
Services DepPrtmezlt.
She can be reached at
~ l i b . c h a l m e r s . s e . Her phone number is
46311123757.

****
Elaine Teague, formerly Serials Collection
Coordinator, is now CollectionAccess Coordinntorat
15

Burroughs W d c o n ~Co. She can be rroched at
-.corn
OT at 919-3154262.

*#*
Mebelle Tsoi has had a title change. Formerly
SerialslCataloging LibnriM, she is now
Cataloging/Automation Librarian at the Wake Forest
Professiollpl Cam Library. Michelle explains that
'the reason for this title b g e is to reflect the
increpfiog automation aspect of my job. We were
using our c u d d o g two y a m ago d m I l i s t
bepa my job. We now have our 1 4
inteerated system (Dynix) installed aad bave
discu&d our public c u d d o g during the m e to
0urnswlibraryinDecemberoflpsryear. Because
of the phase out of the Ameritech ACQ350 and
SC350 syslems, we will be migrating to Dynix and I
will be heavily involved in this migration procars.'

CargiUe, K.rm

Head,Acquisitiolls Dept.
University of Calif-,
SM Diego
Internet: KCARGILLE@UCSD.EDU
Cole, Stepha
Manager, Joumnls
American Geophysical Union
Internet SCOLJ?@KOSMOS.AGU.ORG
Comptoa, Mnry
Technical Information Spinlist
SMdia National L.bontorias
Intemex: MLCOMPT@SOMNET.SANDIA.GOV
Crsws, Lucy A.
P&odicals Assistant
Mary Baldwin College

Cys, John M.
GradUte studcat

NEW NASIG MEMBERS I Bwerley Geer-Bda

University of North Texas

NOTE:Thisissuebeginsanewfeature:alistofaU
new m m b m who have joined since the previous
issue of the News1em was prepad. We hope it
will prove to be of interrst to themembaship tosee
wh.1new &ri.Lists are in Our midst. -Ed.

cue&, Emait.M.
Head of Aures services

Aaron. Amin btkowitz
Academic AutOrmtioll Specialist
Radmore, Inc.
Interne(:AARON@READMORE.COM

Hofstn Univemity

In-

LIBCREZ€!@VAXA.HOFSTRA.EDU

Dam, Karleen
Head,Technical Services
University of California, Davis
Internet KLDARR@UCDAVIS.EDU

Davis, Carroll Nelson
ser*ls c.t.loga

Aappoch.K.rm
systems Analyst
Data TI& Inc
hotcmet: KAREN@DATATREK.COM

cohunbu university
Internet: C!NDZ@COLUMBIA.EDU

Wager, Puricu D.
studeat

Asst. Dept. Head,Acquisitions Dept.
University of California, S.n Diego

University of North Texas

Bitnet JDONOVAN@UCSD

Donovm,Joanae

Boyer, Marcia

Drummoad,Rebcccr

serisls SupeMSor

Humpnitiea Bibliogrnpher

Alverno College

Georgia State University
Internet: LIBRAD@GSUSGI2.GSU.EDU

Breed, Luella L
LibrpriM

University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Internet: BREED@€S.UWP.EDU
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Dulmey, Christine Korytnyk
AcquisitionslSerids Librari~
George Washington University
Internet CKD@UNIXl.CIRC.GWIJ.EDU
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Durms, Jesn

H U M ,M u y

Library Media Specialist
Strong High School Library

Elling, Lours.
SeridsIGovemmeat Documents Librnripn
E lm College
Internet: ELLINGWVAXI.ELON.EDU

LibrpriM

University of Iowa
Bitnet: CADHUBTS@UIAMVS
Lempnrt, Mimi
MARC Serials Cataloger
Smith College
Internet: MLEMPART@SMITH.SMITH.EDU

Eonh, Gerard W.

Sales Rep-tative
EBSCO
Eyler, Cam1 E.
Head of Technical Services & Systems
Macer University
Internet:

EYLER-CE@ACADMN.MERC.pea&aet.edu

Lloyd, k l e y L.
Sales Rep mt at i v e
EBSCO Subscription Sewices
Msnn, Mprjorie F.
system Libnripn
National Library of Medicine
Internet:

MARJORIE-MA"@OCCSHOST.nlm.NIH.gov
Fisber, Heidi A.
Asst. order LiLnuidead, Periodical C k k - i n
Prina(0n University
Gdbraith, Joe

Account Services Manager
EBSCO Subscription SeNices
Intern&: JOEGAL@EBSCO.COM
Heterick, BNCC
Regional Sales Manager
F u o n cOmp.ny
I n t e r n HETERICKB@FAXON.COM

Jemifer
Systems Lib&
w.shingtonReseprchLibraryConsortium
BiJM-WRLCVM
Mprill,

Msdeims, N o r m ~S.
shldmt
university of Rhode Ism
Internet: NMEDEIROS@UMASSD.EDU

Mi-,Muy s
Head of Catalog Dept.
Binniaghun (AL) Public Library

Holt, Tkoma8
Original Cataloger, Sciauxs & Socii Sci-

section
Stanford University
Internet:

CN.TJH@FORSYTHE.STANFORD.EDU
Hooks, James D

Librarian
Armstrong Campus of Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
Internet: JHOOKS@GROVE.IUP.EDU

Hor, Annie Y.
Head of AquisitionslSerinls
Williams College
Internet: A"JB.Y.HOR@WILLIAMS.EDU
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Murdodr, Jeanne
studmt
Univemity of North Texas
Myers, Camlyn W
saipls Lib&
University of Nevada, Las V e p s
Internet MYERS@NEVADA.EDU
Norstedt, Marilyn L.
Head, cptsloging DepPrtmmt
VirginiD POlytechniC Iostihtte M d State UniVerSity
Internet SWEDE@VTVMI.CC.VT.EDU
Pads, Eve J.
Account Service8 Manager
EBSCO Subscription Servim
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Reed, JOY
Manager,

seripls

Acquisitioas .nd Database

openti,=

W e k . Tema
Serials Librarian
Lpfnyette College

University Microfilms I n k m a t i d
Rmch, Dani
Periodicals Supervisor
MncPlester College
Internet: ROACH@MACALSTR.EDU

Scholl, Miki
wow
Hnmline University
Internet MSCHOLL@HAMLINE.EDU

-.

M Y

Head. Special Formats Cataloging
Texas c b r i ~ tUniversity
i~
Internet: SORENSEN@LIB.IS.TCU.EDU

Wilkiason, F m c m C.
Had. seripls Deplrtment
University of New Mexico
Internet: FWILIUN.S@€L4L.UNM.EDU
Willinms, Martha
Periodids/scrids Librarian
Minot State University
Intern&.

WUL.IAMS@WARF'6.CS.MISU.NODAK.EDU
Wise, Mary J.
Serials Librarian
centrpl W ~ g t O Iuniversity
l
Bitnet: WISEM@CWU
Wolfson, r h t k u' l c L.
Head of Aquisitians
university of Arizona

Steveais, Shetyl R.
Head of Bibliographic conhol
Medical College of Ohio
Internet: STJW2NS@VORTEX.MCO.EDU

Internet: CWOLFSON@CCIT.ARIZONA.EDU

Tallman, K.na Dalziel
Head, seri.ls Dept
university of Arizona
Internet: TALLMAN@CCIT.ARUONA.EDU

Wong, Ming-Km
Serials Librarian
c.lifomia state univasity. Los Angela3
Internet: MWONG@€!ALSTATELA.EDU

Thivierge, JoeUe
L i b r a r i ~ l ~ t a t i ~o tna n t / M U L T l L I S
Sobeco Emst & Young
Internet: ITHMER@SOBECO.COM

xu, Z h i h Amsnds
Serials wager
Institute of Tedmology
Internet ZXUQPMIT.EDU

Thomas, sumlue L.
Technical Speci&st/Specid Forrrmts Cataloger
University of Pittsburgh
Internet: STHOMAS@WS.CIS.PIlT.EDU

Head of Technical Services
Indium University
Internet: WOUL@UCS.INDIANA.EDU

zhou, Liply

Tomliason, Helm
Lib-

WLibnrY
Tsoi, Michelle
CatploginglAutomationLib&
Wake Forest University
Intern& TSOI@LIB.WFUNET.WFU.EDU
Van Cun,Mary A m
Head of Technical Services
Hnmlioe University
Internet: MVANCURA@HAMLINE.EDU
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A REPORT FROM THE PUBLIsaERs OF THE
NASIG PROCEEDINGS / Bill Coben, Publisher,
The Eaworth Press, Ine
The Hiworth P m . Inc. is very proud to have bee0
selected M publisher for the NASIG Proceedinns for
the past 6 yeus. We have kept i'low profile' in
this role beuusc NASIG and tbe NASIG Boprd hps
e x p d very 8(rongly their policy thDt the society
@ appear to adorsc or othcnvise assist or be
influaced by any commrcinl vmdor in the serials
field. The Editor of the NASIG Newsletter,
however, hns invikd us to provide ibrief report on
Hiworth's specific d v i t i a s in regard to tbe
p u b l i d o n of the Pmredinns, d wc hope this
short uticle will be infornucive.

3. S m i d AsDects of Haworth's MethodO h :
Haworth is able to offer a very rttrpctive
. g p h to NASIG bcuuae
pubtishingd rawketm
wc offer publifptioD of the Procsedines M i
special expanded double-issue of the j o d E e
Serials Librarian. The NASIG Proceedinns are
thus assured of 1wide dis&ibution each year to
the .pproximptcly 1,400 subscribers to the
journal. We are able to: a) offer isignificmt
honoraridstipend to NASIG of about $4,OOO,
d b) pay for the prepprptioll of the iadex
(which m y be donc in-house 01 by NASIG

rPpoin-4.
Haworth .Is0provides UI h f o d 'peW to the
pmcedmns editors. who ue appointed by
NASIG i twoday hip to Bmgbmton, New
Y d , where they ue givm i tour of the
diffennt Hlworth depmmts d how they
operate. AU phases of p u b l i d o n ue discuascd.
from dechollic disk mversion for typesetring to
find publidon. In-house Hlwrth editors .Is0
review common editing problems with each new
set of editors d e x p h how the problems ue
usually Iundled. Our staff members mjoy tbe
experitrcmendousy, sina they d y h v e
an oppoaunity to met with d,
live ssripls
libnrinns!

The following is a mmmary outline of how a c h
J'IASIG Proceedinea p c u from fustdnR r m n h p t
through find pubtidim:

1. CoDtrPct Bi& :
Prom time to time, M
decamintd by tbe Boud, NASIG suks i
competitive bid. W h a ~the full competitive bid
proses is Oot employed, tbe Boprd reviews 1
writla offer from lhe cunml publisher.
2.

How Proceedinns am U d l v Published:
Unknown to rmny people, thc publidon of
Collfprocsedings is 1difficult tlsk bmusc
OftheIimitedmulretfortbeWork. proceedia88
.Ic d i f f i d t to sell bmuse they ue neither
p n c t i d guideboolrs (which a n be toukd .6
ILdd

in professional prsctice d

UrtQ

nor .n they d
y useful M
textbooks (which cm be sold h u s e teachers
dopt the book d 'force' the slle of luge
numbers of the book bcuuae the work is
required reading for their cllSse3).
mhlu-t),

Many publishem, thetefon. aclually ask for i
eubsidy of i luge .mocmt of money for
p u b l i d o n and promotion of a professional
proceedings. The subsidy is usually the cost of
typcstning and printing. In ntum, the society is
usually then provided with a royalty fmm sales.
This sceaario makes the publidon i no-risk
proposition for the publisher but not for the
society, for although a society may find UI
excellent publisher, it mny neverleas be out*fpocket by m y thousnnds of dollars becam of
the publisher's quiremmt of isubsidy for the
publishing p.-NASIG Proceedings: Haworth Report-

4.

Ynioue Awects of the NASIG

proceedinns:

NASIG's copyright .magemeats ue unuslul, in
that NASIG retnins the oopyright for its
proceedings. Most pubbhea, to the best of my
knowledge. hold the copyright whea they publish
iproceedings. but Haw&
is provided only
with i lito publish the wok. The
diffelmce is t
b
t Haworth is involved only in the
rmnllf.chllc and pmmoticm of the English
language printed v m i m of the pmcedmp
'
;lu
0th~
rights are held by NASIG. Haworth m e a
M the publishing 'agat' for NASIG d works
with NASIG to do whatever is in the bsst
interests of the society.
Publishing the proceedme
. s in an eatlbtished
j o d provides built-in advantages for NASIG
which cannot be obtained through MY other
mute. Theseinclude:

-Automat'ic

Tareet Distn'bution:
NASIG's
publication through _The Serials Librarian
aablea NASIG to take advantage of the
j o d ' s 15+ year history of distribution
19

mdmarketing. Thejoumnlissubecribedto
by just about every major academic, public,
Md special library in the world. In other
words, we don't have to 'stplt from scratch'
d aim to sell the praadic all over
again to these 1,400key institutions. To do
so would be a 540-7 year project (the d
length of time for selling the maximum
number of copies).
By then, the
proc&dinps would be out-of-date.
In
addition, many libraries do not find it easy
to purchnsc procccdigs; sometimes they are
excluded from jobber profiles, regardless of
theallumdu'p d MhKe O f the Work.
-Biblioenohic Coverpee of Erch Article:
Anyme wbo hs published M article in a
proossdings Lnows that procesdirrgs publication
is hirly close to the bibliographic graveyd, the
bock is out mu3 thm rarely used because of a
lack of bibliographic .cce86. Tbm u e wed
project, undenvay to assist in the bibliographic
o o v c ~ g cof monographic and pmxedings-type
litenDun, but in the work-a-day world it is
unlikely that tbe d o r a of each uticle published
in an indepmdmt proceedings would find their
uticles well used. NASIG, however, is once
again able to take d v ~ t n g eof the heavy
marketing Md promotion which h.s k done
for
including mpny yeam
of pasistmr comsponbce with importpnt
indwringandabstrdm
. g scnrices. To dote, acb
utice in ach isme of
(and
each article in the
in s) is
mlectively indexed or .bstncted by:
~terahlre,
(Md
Cumnt contents), ribraw & Informatiog
Science Abstrsas (LISA), ERIC Clearinehouse
o n o n Resources (CUE), hformation
Science Abstncts, Cornuter & Informatiop
(of Cambridge Scientific Abstracts),
Butletin Simletiaue. Part 101: Science. de
L'Information,
- k
Index, A m Guide to the Comutine Literature.
c!ornuter & Information Svstem Abstrack,
Electronic Publishinn Abstmcts,
Awnmess Bulletin (publishedby the Association
for Information Management in the VK),
America: Historv & Life, Chemical Abstracts
Service,
(published in the People's Republic of China,
and is their version of Libraw Lit),
U
t (a new 'Table of Contents" service, very

,-m

- w

similar to the dpublication CALL-rhmdlt
s-Libraw
Literahld), INSPEG
Koawtani Fievelo=Librarv Revl'ew (another

vasion of Librarv LJ't publrshsd in Hungary).

5. Publication of a 'SeDante': With NASIG's
permission, Haworth publishes a hudcover
'seprate' at the aame time thejournal is being
prinklad. The printing pnss over-prints
approximately 600 sets of the inside motcricll.
But instead of binding them in a soft j o d
cover, they are bound in hrrrdcovcr, with the
fnmt rmtter revised, an indsx added, Md with
CIP (Cataloging-in-Publication) infonnatim
included. Some librpripns find the publidon of
a 'sepprotc' cmtmversial because of the outright
.bu& of this format many yearn ago by mod
publishers who hid the correct bibliographic
informationMdprekdedtb.ttheh.rdcov.rwas
an origirvl Md am 'book.' Haworth indicate8

bibliographic information in the LC
ard Md CIP information, Md d ABI forms
(Advance Book M o d o n ) tothe major jobbas
indicating that the 'Sepmte' is published
t?jnn~Ituneowly as a special issue of The Serials
LjqrPrian. Most jobbers know how to M e
seprntes because the mame bibliographic slcius
ue needed with bools-inaaies: the mial fiUe
must be included in the jobber's computer in
order to prevat duplicate pwhse.

the -joint

The 'sepprotc' is thm handled .put from the
jourml kw,. About 125 review copie ue
mailed to the mpjor libruy S c i a joumJs in
the USA, clludn,and ovmeas. Photocopies of
reviews ue mailed bsclr to the NASIG Editors.
Revim of- N
. sinthelibnry
press have been v a y positive Md enthusiastic,
and this is something that the society can be
rightfully proud of.

Thc production costs for the NASIG seppnte are
very low, since the Sepmte i6 an over-run of the
journal. Hence Haworth is able to offer the
hudcovsr version (which ue d l y about 250
pages or more) to the membership at a cost of
approximately $12-513, or 50% of what is
charged to nonmembers.
The we of the
hardcover version is primarily for nonsubscribers of n e Serials LibrariaQ d
individunls who have The Serials Librarian in
their library, but wish to have a private. copy of
the Proceeding$.
-NASIG Procgdings: Haworth Repo~t-

6. MembcrshiuMlrLctln
' g : Haworthh.s.ssumd
the mle of membership marketing for NASIG
because this is a llnturpl extmsion of msrLeting

for the hardcover seppntc.
J U before
publication of each new aepmtc, two pmmotion
plans are developed for the NASIG proceedines
COllection:
1
)
. fiWOrth'6 h d fibnripnship &dog:
This is mailed to lppmximltely 1m,ooo
librarians and consists mainly of:
-themtire membaship of ALA except for
elemeatmy m d junior high school librarians
-the mtire membership of the M e d i d Library
AssOCiltion
-the aotire member&'p of the specill
Libraries Associltion
-the mtire membe-rshipof the American
kssocition of h w Libnri.ns
-the entire membership of the American
Society for Information Science
-the mtire membership of the Society of
American Archivists
-themtiremember&'p0ftheC.nndi.a
Librarians AssOCiltim
-ldditioMl lists such as l m b x i k t
o
m
lists compiled by Gale Reseprrh,
and miller lists of highly speci.liud
libmilm
b). Annual 'NASIG' Fly= Theac promote the
NASIG procaedinns alone. Tbc NASIG
flyer is sent to such groups as:
-&lid6
SeCtiOIl Of ALA
-major universities and colleges, with the
mailing lobel d h s s d as: .nit: S E W
LIBRARIAN'
-.paid ins+rt in&&
the wwslsttcr/
magazine of the united Kingdom sgipls

u;

Group
-a paid insfft in the Newsldter of the
-A
%lid6 I d O m d O U G
V
-a re-mailing that targets the Serials Section of
ALA once lglin

7.

SDecial 'Good Will' Pmiicas: Lst y a r ,
Haworth initiated the first of what we hope will
continue as a series of good-will projects for
8eri.L~librarians who M unable to obtain
information due to lack of funds. With the
permission of the NASIG Boprd, appmxunntely
200 copies of the proceedinns were
muruf.ctursd above the usual hrdcovcr
sepprws m.These were sent as gift6 to 1 list
of the major libraries in Easte.rn Europe and the
former USSR. Among the libraries WQC the
dd libraries in Lithlmil, Estoni., ukrline,
Georgia, Albania,Czech Republic, Slovmin, and
Klz&htM. Haworth d v e d lppmrimptely
25-30lsttas expressing appreciation and thauks.
It .pparrd that in some mmhies, this volumc
was the & item dealing with libdmship that
they now possessed! If Haworth is selected
the NASIG Procadinns publisher again next
yenr, we have suggested that a countexput
pmgram be &ded
for the libraries of
Mexico. In addition to sprrpding i n f d c a
about seripls libmiatwhip, such .program could
also rttncl Mexican members to NASIG.

I hope the pncedino report pmvidea some insight
into the behiod-thbsccnes activitieswhicb go into tbe
publicationand promotionof t h e W G proceedeach y m . one point whicb I hope is c l d y
u o d e R c o r r d i s t h e e o o r m o u sof
~
in my publishing mdcpvor. The cust of typeseairig
and printing is d u a l l y not the large& cost f.dor in
'
project; it is the on-going cost of
direct-mpil ldvertisiag.
Anyone with 1 pcrsolyl
computer u a do desktop publishing, but such work
i not companble to the full service package offered
by both popular and academic publishing houses.
which includes promotion.
8. .nd
dvsrtising. T h e M the activities which involve
fiworth the most with the publication of eoch
NASIG volume, .nd we hope our low-key liaison
with NASIG continues in the fum,with innovatiom
and new concepts always in mind.

-

In dl mailings, Haworth promotes the hudcovcr
proceedizs and gives individualsinfomiationon
how to join NASIG. We e m p k h that NASIG
members may buy the procgdines lt 1 5 0 %
discount. Haworth hopes that some of their
efforts have paid off in pmmoting NASIG
membership to American d s t s and the
world-wide serials community.

-NASIG Proceedings: Haworth Report-
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SERIALSRELATEDMEETING REPORTS

s&)
to: Au/AL€!rS, 50 s. HUma, ChicXgO,
60611. (Specify which meeting you are intemted

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMllTEE
TO STUDY SERIALS CATALOGING
lCook and clrolp
(ALAIALXXS) I E
Earens, committee Intern

in.)

The h t meeting of the ALCTS Serials Section
Committee to study seri.ls cataloging WM
principally concerned with the upcoming
mnfiguration of the committee d the dissolution
of the Serials Section. The committee may continue
as a serials cataloging discussion group unda the
direct auspiw of A L C T S . These changes may be
impl-ted
within otlc to two yeus. The other
impoannt issues discussed included planniag for a
preconfemmx or series of r e g i d institutes, the
for format integration, and efforts to
&ule
establish a liaimn relationship with the cataloging
discussion group of NASIG (North American Serials
Interad Group). Tbe meeting WM held on Sunday,
Junc 27. 1993, from 11 am to 12 pm, at the 1993
ALA Annual Cmfin New Orleans.

2) Obtain the minutes electronidy:
Sad the below message to: LISTSERV@UICVM

(A 'Subject:' line is not necasspry; howevsr,
whatever you put t h e will not affect the request.)
s report
Beod d
Just type.the nbve awmge. No punctuation or other
text should be in the messnge. Do not odd your
.ddrrss, it is n u t o d d y idmtified when the
request is laceived. If you have problems, request
nssistane from your I d systems or computer
wntu personnel or contact the AUJTS Office.
procedures for receiving file tnnsfas may vary
-ding
on your e - d system.

THE JOURNAL AT THE CROSS-ROADS A
ONE-DAY SEMINAR FOR LIBRARIANS,
PUBLISHERS, SUBScRIpIlON AGENTS AND
THE READERS OF SERULS I ELissbeth
DpVellpOrt

At the Committee's Becwd meeting. format
integration WM discussed again, and it WM
.MouIICcd that it will not be hpl-ted
until 1995.
o r g a n h t i d shucture issues regarding the
Committee and the Ssction were rcvisitcd.
A
resolution of .pprrci.tioo for the effolts of forma
longtime LC Liaison Dorothy G U y m8 presmted
to the group by the Chair. Liaison rcpnts followed,
including those of the Acting LC Iiaisoa. the CCDA
Liaison, and a committee Intern wbo mended
d W M t M-1
h g S . IIems repO lt d on W e
those relnted to cataloging of seri.ls. Highlights
from these reports include: LC is wnsidering not
using uniform titles for scri.ls that are t m s l a t i o ~
or
other language editions. They are .Is0 reviewing a
dnft Rule InterprehUion that reduces the number of
added mtriss needed for v.risnts of variant titles. A
specific qucstioa, submitted by Patricia McCoy,
D'Angdo IAW Library. University of Chicago,
d
g changes of frrsuclrcy statemts within
serial titles WM discussed, a m m M n d w'on for Lc
to draft a rule interpretation to deviate this problem
was made, and rep-wives
from LC agreed to
look into the maw.

ructions for ObtPininQthe Full Minutes
Complete minutes of this meeting are available from
A L C T S by either of two methods
1) Send a self-pddressed, stamped envelope (Legal22

Jointly organized by the Association of Leaned and
Pmfcssiolul Society Publishas and the United
Kingdom seri.ls Group, London. 22 September 1993
'Ihiswnf-

pttnctsd

onehundredand hventy-eix

n i t e d e e from publishing, industry. academe, and
libnries to hear ppeplrern and @ftf
'explore

radical shifts in practice and policy' wheal faced with
a 'throng of technological, .udcmic, and comnuxcid
inaovntions that are re-shaping the old collective
.8BUmptions. (in the words of the semiopr
proEpeccbrs). The opeoing nmpTL8 of the ChninMu,
Gordon Graham, ideatified forces which will sbspe
the future of publishing: the muU. the p o w of
huge consortin, and wnsuner revolt, each of which
must be coosidered in a context of d
i g or
coatrpcting d e s .

h f e s e O r Bernard D O I W V M Of the
Association of Leaned and P m f e a s i d Society
Publishers, ('Why and How a J o d is Published;
the Author, the Editor and the Review Process')
focussed on the relationship betwcm authors and
editors, which he believes shppes the quality of
science both in tenns of subject area and quality
control. New J O ~ are
S produced to fill niches or
to present material that f d s betweea existing fields,
and editors decide what goes where. D ~ O V M

The first

-scrinls-Relnted Meeting Reports-

reported the results of a Rcmt survey of STM
publishing in the United Kingdom, which wiU be
published in November. Cmtributorshad bem asked,
among other things, why they published
(dissemiMtion, CMCT consideratim, reseuch
funding, and egotism were given reasons, in that
order), and how they chose j o d titles to publish
under (prestige, specinlization, a previous psper
.occpted in that j o d , know the editor, in that
order). The responses imply that the stntus quo is
likely to be maintained. Donovan observed that timelag, o h invoked by proponents of electronic
publishingasarepsontoshifimedis,wasofconcem
tofewerthan5%oftherrspolldents. H e o f f a s d a
defcllse of .wnymous refereeing as a system that
works, and taid that though most rejected ppers are
admittedly published c v ~ h d y they
. . p in fi
~
fthrate jaw, most of the authors in the study had not
pcrseversd beyond the third submission. Donovan
f i s h e d with a caveat against the totnl electronic
envinmmeat (albeit an extreme visioo) proposed by
SWinnerton Dyer in a recent issue of &&.(l) The
j o d as a form gives leaned societies a cohereat
ideatity, and editors like to work with j d s in
hand. In addition. the d m of the scientific
community to dectmnic publishing has not been, to
date, encouraging, and ewndary services would be
a 'nightrimre' in that m v a .

Robert Welham ('The

.

Role of the J
d
Publisher'), described the publidon process in the
Royal Society of Chemistry. Ibe rovim system
involves the cQodMtl
'
'on of over two thoussnd
participants .CTOGS the world; it wsts the society as
much to reject M to accept a pspcr. Welhpm
commmted on the hct that referees want to be
rewnrded, though in the case of the RSC, royalties
would not yield mom than a tokcu paymmt per
paper. Thc Society vnlidntes and Dddsvalue to mcm
than twenty t h d pages of A4 text per year. The
checking pmcess covers chemical compounds, the
acamcy of figure8 and statistics, and the language
since neither the majority of rrrders nor the majority
of authors has English as a fvst language. The RSC
runs a tight publishing operation: its objective is to
promulgate the results of research and it is registered
as I charity; the p e r review pis Society
driven, and even with delivery wsts to librarians of
one pound sterling per document, it runs at a surplus.
The materid produced by the Society f&
into
Chemical Abstracts, and because of the high
standards of bibliographic informntion which the
Society requires of its contributors of primary
-Serids-Related Meeting Reports-

information, the Society can ezlsure high quality
.ccess through Chemical Abstmcts.
Welbrm
observed that Inmay upset the stnhlsquoinhw
main areas: it
up exchange, and it chdlmges
the way in which the corpus is nrstoined. Though
unpredicted things can happea (like the ractions in
the 1980s of academic librpripns in thc united states
to non-US publishers' priccs because of unfavorable
exchange rptes, among other things) Welbnm's advice
was: 'Don't shoot the publisher until there is
so-g
to put in his place.'

John Cox of B. H. Blackwell Ltd. ('Can DiDassurs
Survive? the Future of Publishers, Vendors, and
Libruians') perceived dramatic chpnge throughout
the publishing chain. Informstion is increilsing in a
purchpsi mvim-t
that is static, or wnhcting.
He quoted M M worrimmc stntistics: a 50% incrrpsc
in his firm's activity in the Inst year but not in
revenue; a 15% inin prices for 1994 and a
d o t i o n rate of 8% h i g h than the past year.
Cox noted the rise of single uticle supply and
observed that key technologies for dtemntives to
subscription-badjovmpls are already in place: hx.
CD-ROM,and the Intam&. He predicted an ordnof-magnitu& increpse in cspacity by 1995 and
suggested thnt S e v d players might be involved in
the d.livay of Qcummts at the levd of the uticle
nther &nu the j d : subscription ageots, d
libraries,,or documeDt utilities like Bath IS1 Data
scrvicc (BIDS), RLG. and CARL. cox quoted
specifics for the CARL UNCOVER service (now
acting in a CoOpMItive venture with Blackwell):
delivery of au uticle for less than 520 plus royalty
individually negotiated with the publisher, within
hvmty-four hours. Such services, far from beiing a
threat, are a way of generatiog income. from an
existing rescunx, with service and cost benefits to
the reader, and inwme. to publishers from royalties.
cox offered two burmords that will chpnctenze
'the
future: 'intmonnectivity' and ' h m p r e a c y ' (which
refers to a transition acmss systems and softwprc 80
smooth that the user is unaware of the special effort
involved in resolving incompatibilities across
systems). He suggested that the following were
treads to wlptch: the move to customized computing,
shifts in lllinnccs in the tele-industzy, d softwprc
which blends content and structure. He believes
d o g i e s for document delivery should be sought in
the world of maas medip applications. 'Cox
concluded with a plea to resist the UK Government's
proposed value-added tax on publications, which will
impose further burdens on the acquisition budgets of
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nseuch libraries around the globe.

Bernard Naylor, University Libnuinn of the
University of Southnmpton ('The Implications of
Cunmt and Futurc Initiatives on Libraries'),
observed that the journals that his library docs not
stock are the most importnnt part of his budget as he
relies increasingly on single article supply. Naylor
presented a succinct economic model: hbraties either
pay upfront, which d e r s Unlimited right of use
(the journal subscription is the classic instance, with
paymeat to publishers), or they deliver documents to
climts on a pay-as-you-use basis (with paymeot to the
British Library Document Supply Centre, or similar
body). hy-offs for these conrrpstingjust-inand
just-in& npprosches have to be cnlculoted; while
a subecription for a havily used j
d is
dctrimmtpl to apublisherbecause more un be made
from a payment per article unit, for a weak journal a
bubscription offers a measure of security. There is a
collflicr behuem the interests of the publisher and
librarian in this area. Naylor offed the Bpth IS1
Data Service (BIDS) YI an intereSring case.
Originally supplied on a subscription basis, the
servica WM 80 heavily used that IS1 is considering
rmegdnting the terms. Naylor co-ted
on major
shifts in academic funding in the united Kingdom;
the Higher M d o n Fuuding Cnuncil pmposes to
localize budge& and dlow academic dcplrtmots to
crrrtc pucbnserl supplier relatiombiip of their owll
with libmica (or any outside supplisr). This nujor
shift in the pwer to spend on informptiOnwill only
be effective with improved md-used .ccc88 and
simplified methods of paymalt. but mdvsers will
still q u i r e specialists to advise them.
Naylor
expressed misgivings about the tread to machine
.cc.86 ('There's mmthing egalitarian about print on
paper') and asked, 'Is -h
that can only be
W on a high quulity workstation d y
published?' He concluded with a reiteration of the
mnin issue for libraries: just-in-timev m just-incase, not holdings versus .cc.86 or paper v m
electronic.

David Bmwn (DJB Associates)('New Innovations in
Journal Publishing") commented on the 'dogged
resistance" of the journal. He addressed six areas:
the imbalance behueen supply and demand, coUstion
developmet policies, academic control of article
ownership, research needs, telematics, and the
complexity of the journal article pmcess. Brown
discussed levers of change: one is the overexploitation of a finite murce (the library budget)
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by publishers and authors (Byrd's 'tragedy of the
comlmms. rcnuio (2)); a secoad is the hcrtaEd
screm litemy of authors, which DYPDB that mme of
the li~~ctions
of the journal arc migrating to the
electronic world.
Brown preseated a list of
innovotio~,including a spw of currmt alerting and
individual article supply services. Th= services
have notably not come from publishers, with the
exception of Elsevier, whose computex-aided
production plus currmt awareaeas service (CAF'CAS)
makca busincss sense, bcuusc the publisher can
incropSe mmue by supplying article headings and
obstnas which lead into document supply. Brown
alm mentioned a twmd important innovation:
Internet lists. which offer tiles of articles and pra
prints that byppss publishers, though conunercipl
h UL *gly
O p n t O I B U s ? WW hVOlVed.
fragmmted industry, publishers' reluctance to invesr
heavily in innovatim mnkes b u s i i 8e218e because
income from electronic publishing is not likely to be
Suffickt to countasct the fall in subscriptions. and
it is difficult to sct prices for royalty. Much of wbnt
is written and storrd would not be used, and it is
likely that only large publishers could cope; litlle
publishers may well want to cootnct with otba
.gawks for atorage. Brown menled that tbe British
Library is working on ecwomtric model for this
area.

Bob Campbell of Blackwell Scimtific Publiutions
Ltd. ('The Future of J
d Publishing') pointed out
that journal publishing has now mhed a steady
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state, though productivity will continue to increpss
erroungeed by
'0118 from the H i g k
E d d o n Funding Cnuncil (tmpublicstions a year,
rather than hvo. is being d i d as a amv
productivitynorm). He reviewed the wntributionsof
the previous spmke?~.and said that a -t
8tudy by
Shauder in Austnli. confirmed that prsstipc. rather
th.n speed, is important fnctor for producas when
thcy choose where to publish. ADONIS, the
subscription-bad document delivcry service, WM
m g l y priced, he observed, in the light of Naylor's
presentation. Campbell observed that there is a
common misperceptioll that publishers are mrely
distributors; in fact cost-cutting could be achieved at
different stages of the production process.
Refereeing is a function which sbould be retained. as
it may preveut the erosion of the publisher's position.
The Shauder repott confirmed the rise in single
article use. and cpmpbcu proposed a step-by-step
development model for electronic services We don't
need to lose millions like OCLC'); the datobpse
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explored in differmt ways m y offer a positive
economic base for publishcrs. Campbell described
s e v d produd/smict p u p s (these he predicted
would continue to expand): the traditional product
p u p , the product in llcw formats, the document
delivery p u p , wide sum network services like
WAIS and SuperJANET. and secondpry services.
cotering for the personnl electronic library would
provide business Oppoltunities.
The spealrrrs were joined by Ruth Lawrence of the
Law Society, Elspeth Scott of the Wellcome
Foundation and David Wells of the Modem
HumPnities Reseprch Association in a panel Session
open to questions from the wdimm. Pricing was the
mnin issue: why can't publishers drop their prices.
and why are there such prim variations in quotatiom
from &ription agmts? What will
to prices
whm the nchvorks go commercial? A d
publisher asked, 'if I hold subscriptiollsat the cunmt
rate for next year, am I d'one speaker
obsetved that the intmsting thing about this mscring
was the frequency of ocammce of the word Intcmet.
The writer of this review, who atteded a comparable
seminar (with Mllmost i h t i c a l linwpof sperlrers)
eighmonths ago, could dstcct a mnjor shift in
attitude from 'It won't happea,* to 'I& hpppening
and the decbmic d u m offers M many
M m.' The d i d o n Of
flajpD%ltation in the industry and descriptions of
multiple innov.tive &rviccs neean to amtinu
Malone's predictions on networked markets. (3) The
disunvse of the speakers, however, was framed by
the existing publishing qstem; them was little
discussion of d m t pea-to-pea publicatim. in the
form of ref&
'c-joumsls* on Intcmet.
One minor hustntionwas aUusiontoawtuial which
waa not f o d y described, the 'Royal Society
rcport,' the 'Siuuder report.' a 'report in Nortb
America,' the 'British Libnry mode study' aU
of which must be of intenst to analysts of documezlt
delivery. LA u6 ~ s s l l ~that
l c they will be referenced
and traceable when the materid p-ted
in the

6e.miMrlppePrsinseri.ls.
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CONFERENCE ON REFEREED ELECTRONIC
JOURNALS, odober 1-2, 1993 WioniPeg,

Mnnitob I Anit. Flplubaum Fa h]
A.
M
SchdTner, md IbthlePll TbOW
This i n t e r n a t i d wnfmca. sponsorrd by the
University of Manitobp and a host of Otbsr
supporters, provided M outst.nding c o U d o n of
presmtations for those interested in dcctmllic
refereed j o d s . N w l y 200 participants brought a
wide range of inteztds and puspectivcs wide sbuing
a fsith in the future of this particular g m .
m
s report will focus 011 selected pravatptioas from
the wnfmce. Please note that the wnfpnrasdings M d other notes me being p n p r e d for
.cce88 Ova the htCllld through MODymouS f@ OD
t h e U n i v e r s i t y of M a n i t o b a s e r v e r
ftp.cc.umPnitoba.a.
The dirrctory bjournrl hs
been set up for this purpose. Please refer to the fde
d e d README (in uppcrclec) in the bjourd
directory for update notices.

AM OLersoll opned the d
-

witha 'Portnit
of the Electronic Joumpls World.' She spoke of tbe
'Surprising past and mysterious fuhlre' of deC&C
joumrls and noted the m y changes that have
occumd svmsirrw t h e w n f ~ c t w a s . n n o u n c c d18
months ago! By her wunt there.wem 110 such titlea
in1991,and24Oby 1993,althoughref&joumrls
numbered only several dorm. l%e appeal of such
publications lies in the pncdved efficimcies of tbc
d u m and thcir new apsbitics. At the ~ . m c
time, electronic journals have the potmtial for
altering the 'mciology" of j o d publishing (a
theme that was r a i d s e v d tims in the coursc of
the wnfermce). Why is the growth, particularly of
refereed titles, 80 slow? Okoutlined s e v d
f.ctors: the exihng mcial mvironmnt; the need for
n substantial peTsoDal investment of time on the part
of an editor; the fact that rewards in academia are
given for #,
not for editing; the e x i h n g
technical limitations; and finnlly the need for new
economic models. We all need a better appreciation
ofscholarly comuaication as a complex system, and
of the role played by i0Stih1tion.d subsidies. She
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concluded by noting that we need to have serious.
focused c o n v d o n s with other players, and
e m p h n s i i tbat the most p o w players are
academic dmhktmors.
Sandra Woolfrey of Wilfrid M e r University P m
discussed the economics ofjournal publishing and the
rhctoriC that hns hused to PmIDOte moving to UL
electrwic format. She uplored the question of why
journals vary so widely in price, looking at both
commercial publishers and university presses, who
b e f i t from hidden subsidies not available to the
comme~~ialpublisher.
Expmiaiag the cost
componmts of traditional journal publishing, she
believes there could be a w s t savings of 24 to 32 %
if journals were distributed electronidy, but
cautioned that the savings
by libraries could
be offset by increpsg in othu parts of the university
as the university assumes greater nsponsibility for
scholarly publishing. Electronic publications might
free up funds for other mduvors, but the outcome
may well be a transfer of costs to the user, and the
transfer of cos(s from one unit to another in the
librpry or university.

Jean-ClaudeGudon from the Universite de Montreal
o p e d the second session 011. practical
implcmot.tions: editing d production with his
presmtation. 'Editing and producing surfaces:
Flexible Designs for Shifting Objectives,' looking
Pprticularly at the Weaqes of design. He ptressed
the import.nce of looking for divasity of design, not
solutions. Thc solutioos will come from seeing and
d y i n g wed attempts. In designing a prototype,
he suggests making choices that impose the fewest
constnints on future devdopmmt, and that preserve
the original function of a journal, recognizing cunmt
trends (deep reading, or pcacil-in-hluld; browsing;
bibliographies; and ease. of -).
Electronic
journals will be superior in most of these categories.
L i b r a r i ~will
~ be most affected by changes in
technology. They need to figure out how to collect,
select, d o g , ad archive e - j d .
ISSN
numbers am c r i t i d to help libnrinns. Gudon
suggests keeping libraripns on your side: you will
exist and be visible only through libraries.

Lonin G m n of the

American Chemical Society
reviewed %vestigations in electronic delivery of
chemical infonnatiw." He preseated typical per
page costs for the different processes in publishing
from editorial to printing, pointing out that the
elements of composition, illustrations and printing
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could account for roughly 50-6016 of a journal's
OostS. He noted that d y 30% of manuscripb
received by the ACS are currently rrceived on disk,
though he expected the number to rise to 50% by the
UUI of 1993 and to 80% within 1-2 ye9r~. S e v d
technical issues in chemical publishing were
presented, including mathematics (currently
represented via TeX). tables (currmtly using
bitmapped imnges), graphics (currmtly using 19th
cealhuy technologies!), and special Cbalacters (more
than 500 ue used in chemistry publishing). G.rson
emphaskd the difficulties of transmitting inmges
over the networks-a full page image, uncompresed,
could take 2 hours to transmit at 1zM) W, 14
minutes at 9600 bud, 2.4 minutss at 56OW baud,
and5seumdswaTlline.

In his pspcr discussing The Online Journal of cumzlt
clinicalTrials. Edwprd Euth (AmricanAssocion
for the Advancemmt of Science) p66uTBd us that the
future of electronic journals will be in plrt
de&rminedbyhumsnneeda,byhowpeoplewriteand
read, ntha than technologic novelties alone. The
ne& of authors wim want rapid publication of
rheir papers but also high visibility. the cachet of
having pspsrs .cccpted for publications reproscnting
the highest level of peer mview d p e a approval,
and a wide nmge of formats, graphics, scripts, stc.
available for i n e x p i v e but rapid disseminatim d readus, who want idonnation valuable ad
pertincat to their needs at the lowest possible
cfollomic costs,in a format easy to use., willnot aU
bc me4 by dccbmics in thepment or leu future.
m e editors of electronic joumsls must be able to
minimize the very d problems which the media
prcemtS and m U i l l l h tbcdVM@e tow UlthOX
and nrder. Librarians will fpce Weaqes of
working with laiclea instead of whole issvcs or
volums, of new ways to identi@ location d
bibliographic citation. of the very meaning of
'subscription. *

-

John B. Black, Chief Librarian of the University of
Guelpb, abprad his thoughts on 'So We Have This
Great Electronic J o d , Now What? Some
o b s e r v a t i ~ on
~ the Practical Aspects of the
Distribution of Electronic Joumnls. The concept of
electronicjournal is still developing, and we need
to clarify what an electronic journal really is. He
began with the assumptions that wide distribution,
both geographical and subject oriented, will be
sought; that Internet will not be available to aU
authors or aU readers; that different kinds of journals
-Serials-Related Meeting Reports-

will have a variety of quire.me& for speed,
freqwcy, typeset, Md market; and that the
methodology for editing, creating and publishing is
already in place. Cunmt approaches to publishing
electronidy include nehvork-based lists, use of file
transfer protocols, ARCHIES and related services,
campus-wideinformationservices,Frcencts, gophers,
WAIS (Wide area information servers), e&., with
euch oftline ap.bilitics as floppy discs, 'flopticles,'
m ~ p e t i ctape, CD-ROM, UC. Standards for t h
journals and methods of archiving me topics of
unccm wfiich must be dressed, as is the
establishmeat of the library's mle in the electronic

information chain.

For the fourth sessiotl, Stevan Harnard of Princeton
University. editor of the electronic journal
Psvcoloauy, examined the 6choMy communicative
poteatid of electronic nehvorks,with a brief look at
the development of the net, and its acceptance. (or
lack thexeot) by the scholarly community. Peer
review is the uuwe-r to overcoming objections to the
perceived I.cL of quality contml on the Net. Hpraud
described how p&r review is implemented by
Psvcoloauy. He looked at what s c h o h want ( to
rrport new ideas to fellow sfbolus, quickly, globally,
imxpmsively. and to do mJ within the culstmm
' tsbf
a quality wntml mechpnism, to contribute to learned
inquiry by influeacing its li~turecourse and to be
influmcedinbrm) and what t h e y d , and examined
the power of the Net to satisfy thee needs. In an
electronic medium, more is poB8ible.

~

stntal by the electronic journals and the academic
qunlityis sees to be of the same calibre. Older Md
braver faculty will be more willing to publish
electronidly thau newer, u h u r e d hculty. With
electronic journals, post-publication reviews. use of
published uticles, Md the impact Md significanceof
M author's works will increase as evaluation points,
as will the significance of letters from outside
experts, and the ;mportPncc of pre-publication
reviewing will darrrp9e.

DaveRodgem of the American hiathedcal Society
spoke on "Maintainingscholprly quality in electronic
journals.' He defined the added value t n u i i t i d y
supplied by publishers of journals: selection, peer
review, editoorinl~expedtise. distribution, and the
creation of M immutable m r d capable of d v a l
preservation. The advantage of technology is tlut it
can mnble us to provide these services as a pipeline
process. With electronic journals, the process d d
be extended m e r 'to include post-publication
lanototion. Rodgers went on to describe the dded
value from electronic journals: the efficieot muso of
information; seprcb Md retrieval capabilities; the
potezrtipl for .nnot.tsdcommeutaries; live links with
multi &
, audom publishing; Md innovative
d v i n g mlutim.

Robert FRlsoll from the University of British
columbi. OpaKd SesSioD five with a discusion of tbe
legal aspects of r e f 4 journals, locking at authors'
rights, and the issue of copyright protection. New
questions ui& with electronic publications .bout

In "TheFuture P b of Electronic Medii Publication
in the Evaluation of Faculty Resarch and
scholprship,' Jpmg Gudaa (Academic V i m
h i d m t Md Provost of the University of Manitoba)
addressed the changea which publication in electronic
jourmls will or may change the basis on which
faculty re8euch and scholarship arc e v a l d . Peeradjudicatedjournal articles have long b c u ~
a central
part of consideration for a faculty member's
retention, h u r e and/or promotion.
If the
proliferation of electronic journals provides yet more
pl.ces for faculty to publish ItscpTch, and electronic
media chinate m ~ ofythe traditional constraints of
space limitation and method of publication, peer
review processes will beame extremely important.
As academic quality is LF8uTed by pre-publication
reviewing and selection, such as is the use in
refereed journals, electronic journal publicationswill
not rate as high among administrators as traditional
publication methods until such reviewing is clearly
-Serials-Related Meeting Reports-

*coastitutescopying.
~prsarmptionwluis
that, ~ e i o t h s n v i mnoted. there is u1 implicit
ticease to 'copy' (downlopd/priut) items OIL the
Internet. Electronic publications may cause a shift in
the power sbucmrc, making it possible for more
authors to insist on keeping copyright. but pertups
making it more difficult to obtain legitimate
permission. In conclusion, he stmsed that aurmt
law has flexibility. He also touched on the theme,
heud o h in the confcm~ce.,that the Internet may
not remain free, and how this will diminish the cost
savings of eledmnic publication.

Jennifer BpnLier of Dplhousie Law School at
Dplhousie University talked about a new model for
electronic publication. There will be msny typea of
electronicjournals, depending on discipline. The law
is flexible; technology gives us M opportunity to
check our values. Do we want to do something
different now? She examined the different regimes of
21

commercial and nonprofit publishers (profit drivm
va%us the culture of sharing) and offcred two
alternative contnctupl re-.
Do we wpnt to
design a new system of sharing, more in keeping
with o w values? Are we prepared to adopt a lens
exclusive .pprooch? Can we find cwnomic way?

Denis Marshall from Q w d s University u l d d
'Electronic J o d s : Abolishing the Lcgd
Impediments.' In contrast to some of the other
speplrcrs on wpyright issues, he did feel that then
wm BOM serious issues raised by electronic
journals. There might need to be "mme yielding of
the wpyright OWIICT'S control,' particularly in

allowing other scholars to UBe information
electronically. Other mon furzy m were 8cQL M
the pmduction of derivative wok6 and W m p i h t i O n S .
David BRilsFord of the University of Nottingham
discussed Adobe's Acrobat software, which offers the
possibility of viewing and exchanging electronic
documots. i n d q a u h t of originating sonware or
hrrdwrre platform. He began with a pmmtation of
the wish lists of the Electronic Publishingjournal as
a modcl, md showed how Acmbat suited many of
their needs, which include full text seprch ahiity. a
'types& look' on -,
spmd and platform
i d q e d e a c e , md easy conversion to or from
P0stscript. He wait 011 to discuss the CAJUN project
(CD-ROM, Acrobat J
d Using NchuorL), which
aims to pmduce. p~persin Acrobat PDF (pntnhle
document formpc) on CD-ROM and ultimptely to
disseminate PDF j d s on the network. He
concluded with a h i o n of the impact PDF will
have on lilnwies.

Grcg Dalpll of Apple c.nsdp Inc. gave a h i d i n g
demonstnh
'onof Apple's newest toy, the Newton, in
his talk. .&Purposing Information .ad Required
T&ologies.'
The inteption of technology into
publishing will, he said, uuse content publishing to
change to more persoaplized relevant information,
and wmputex technology will include handheld
information display and intelligent manipulation of
information. There may be a shift to intelligent
customer protiling, hypertext publication, new
distribution alternatives, and computers will continue
their shift from mpinfrpme to persod and thence to
intimote: smaller, faster, more intelligent, and
capable of being easily taken anywhere. These
"intimate' computers will be, able to capture.
information, organize it and distribute it; they will be,
platform-independat, with battery packs, and include
28

infnred technology. With such equipment, e d d o n
will shift to a more individualid format, prep.rinp
students for a global world.
Kathy Miles of IBM Canada Inc. described IBM's
h g e p l u s budware and software. Imageplus is a
family of pmducts designed to integrate information
on paper with a data haadling system by converting
pmpcr doc-ts
into wmqmnding electronic
images. Benefits include reduced costs in Inbor,
improved availability and control of infonuntion,
multiple access, rapid &evnl, eahnnccd security,
d u c e d storage costs, and improved cu8ton1~~
Sptisfaction.

Article Express International, which spcciplirss in
commercial documcut delivery of uticles from
Enginsering Information's compeoduPlus and Page
One d.t.b.ses.was discussed by Willipm Gawglin
in his pmpcr. electronic Documat Delivery and the
Intemck.' Article Express uses XpnssNet. a MS
Windows 3.1 image View and Print somVPre
application allowing Qcumeat delivery of SCaMed
bitrmp images urns8 the Intern&. He d i d the
(Ry%c811cB,
murcs, and chnuaiges filciing this
intriguing sowhich allows d
y delivery
via lntanet of ordas for articles dowing immediate
viewing and printing. Inst.Llntioasof XpressNet u e
IK)w louted in corporate, academic, .nd reseuch
facilities uound the world. One of the ammt
weakmsea of the system includes the inabiity to
simultptKouslysmd an article to multiple locationson
the Internet.

Wibld Kinsuer from the University of Msnitob.
described 'New Techniques for Text, Image and
Sound Coqmsion:
E v a with increasing
bandwidths, there is still a need for wmpression.
Compression techniques have beaa developed to
provide compression ratios varying from M low as
101 to M high as 60,ooO.l. Compression n u y be
needed for texts (including differeat character &,
fonts, musical notation), images (ranging from line
drawings to animation or moving pichuea) and sound.
While there are many different compression
techaiques cunmtly available or under development,
the 'lossy' techniques seem most appropriate for
images and text. In addition, there is I need for a
compression system to 'learn'. calling on models
provided by neural networks. Other techniques such
M wavelets and fractals are also being incorporated
into compression tdmiques along with a variety of
ermr detection and correction khaiques.
-Serials-Relnted Meeting Reports-

Larry Hurtpdo of University of Manitoba c l d the
d e r e n c e by &ing when we go from here. He
8umMd up the proceedings, Md c l d with a

too lnte incoming. Theend result w
of twentyy-sometbing.

debate-inspiig suggestion for the formation of a
d u m , to be o r g d to oddrcss the issues of
quality, need, ChMges in format, tochnologid
Changes, access, archiving, Md to cfeote stnndprds
and establish policy and protocols. He suggested that
once the stpndprds are established, the consortium
could SpOnsor electronic journals.

However,the number felt right. A bigger group m y
have been more difficult to entertain. W this
p u p got for its money was a d p l ~ t e d not
, M
entire crop harvested. The b e f i t s of the drscussiom
may take WIIE time to take root.

REPORT OF TEE SEMINAR: "SEIOULD
LIBRARUNS BECOME PUBLISBERS?"
Held November 3,1993,Charleston, SC
Spomored by the sod@ for Scholarly Publishing
I Eleanor I. Cook
l%is seminar. the brainchild of J o b Berry (Chief
Editor, L i b r w Journal) Md Katha Strrucb
(College of Charleston & of Charleston conference
hue) had as its god M exmination of new
emerging roles libnripns may be cmbncig 16 we
mprcb into the great electronic future. As the
pmotionnl flyer suggeated: 'With the d v m t of
electmnic publishing, the standurd rolm of each
participant in the scholarly commuaication process
shift. This worlrshop C&eS
Buch a Shift16 we
.sL: 'Should Libnripns Becorn Publishers?'.
A strange question, perhaps. As both a pdcipant

and a speaker, I w.8 perplexed and intrigued by this
quation. What does it mean?

It's the kind of risky proposition for which SSP is
becoming known. SSP seminnrs can be downright
UuIUing 80metime8. Theyuesmalierthnnwfvtwe
are used to and the intimacy fosters the exChMges we
crave. If you work for MYkind of acndemic concern
and y w care about scholnrship, I urge y w to join
SSP. It's a wonderful investment and you can get
discounrs on a number of excellent publicotionS to
which you may not normally consider pcrsonnlly
subscribing.

This seminar was

a risk for a number of ~epsoas.
First, it was hastily thrown together. second, the
timing was dicey. Scheduling it against Charleston
Conference proconferences was a gamble. The
original registrationprice was simply too steep, given
the circumstances. The fee was reduced at the last
rmnute. which certainly helped, but may have been
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a registration

Joho Berry begnn the morning with M overview to
aet the stnge. M
y L m h i (president of CARL
Systems, Inc.) held forth under the heading 'Brave
New Author.' In her commeutary, Becky discussed
80me of the new puestions scholarly authors must ask
themselves wheo attempting to publish. As M author
herself, Becky has had to pmpple. for instance. with
the fact that a major library science publisher Fefuacs
to allow CARL UnCova to deliver their uticles.

Joe Boykin (Dean of Libraries, Clemson University)
mtertsined the notion of the 'Brave New Library.'
A major point that Joe made w.8 thnt OUT
universities' *custom* (studcob) up no longer
n f f d OUT services (thosc of the university), just as
we libnriptls are having a hnrd tim coping with
matehls price increpsss. Boykin, a self-avowed
'techie,' suggests that acndemic depiments will
mmday noon be able to mount their owll scholnrly
writings and Icseuch on a Mtionnl ne2worl; witbout
going through traditionnloutside publishers. He dm
suggests, especially for
universities,
that&
for i n d emphasii on tepching and
ssrvicc, not Icseuch, will have M impact on the
anunJnt of publishing put forth.

J o b Cox (Managing Director,B.H. Blackwell, Ltd.)
hid out some basic principles of i n t e m n t i d
copyright law for us to ponder. As a follow-up,
~eanor
(!k&
G b k M , AppalpchiM S t W
University) made some general comments about the
eulier preseatatiom and then discussed the Triangle
Research Libraries Network (TRLN) Model
Copyright Doc-t.
(Cook is a former employee
of two of three i a s t i h r t i ~
of~TRLN, but d e s no
clnim to officially represeat the document she is
grateful to Gary Byrd, UNC-Chapel W Health
Sciences Library and a member of the TRLN Task
Force, for providing her with supportiag
donunentation.) The biggest concern expressed
about the TRLN document had to do with the
document's practicality. If we can barely keep up
with permissions when publishers pool t h e rights,
how will we ever be able to deal with millions of

-
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authors retPining their rights? As K;ltinn Strwch
pointedout, d v e a u t h o r s h a v e always traditionally
&ed
their rights, m is it really a problem for the
m t of sch~lnrlypublishing? Perhpps with DODexclusive licensing options, the model would work.
Unfortunately, timeprevented us from delving further
into these issues.

-

After the lunch break, Ann aarhnan (Resideat of
Research Publications, hc.) talked h u t the concept
of 'libnripn as author," and how librarians CPIL aid
commercial producers in the repackaging of scholarly
materials. In
for their assistauce, libraries
may gain valuable co#on,
and they cpll aid in
the dissemination of unique reaowce.

new initiatives or we will be left out of the plnnning.
In retrospect, it was a productive and engaging
seminor. though I must admit the participants did not
have as much energy as I had hoped. We all are
feeling bit burned out by these issues. Still, I think
the process of writing this summary hns made m
rrptiZe the true value of the experience. Bringing
people together to look at a pervasive problem in a
slightly new way is M interesting exercise. I
eacournge SSP to continue to o r g b tbsse
innovative seminars. MMY thanks to Jill ONeill
(Marketing Maanger for Elsevier and Member of the
SSP Education Committee) and Connie W o w
@kctor of Mestings, SSP) for their tireless efforts
to get this meeting together.

Richard Abel (Consultant, formerly Editor-in€hief,
Timber Press aad living l e g 4 in our field) discussed
the idea of the depth of the scholnrly monognph
coupled with the future of print media in the
emerging electronic environment. Like John Berry.
Abel focused on the brooder concepts that link us
c~~cephlpuy
md intellec4ually to new trends. Abel
insists that traditionalcodex technologywill ncver die
completely; it's 60 well geared to the way humnu
beings think.

J d m Gammon (Head of Aquisitions, University of
Akron Library and Marketing Maanger. University of
Akron Press) gave us a delightlid and insightful
interlude on the role of po+oership betw&o librpripns
md publishers. She shnrrd her cxperimce being
involved in her scbool's university plxas. Ee 8uIc
aad .sL her about her marvelous ove-rhead of the
Indianapolis race CPT!

Frank Grishsm (Executive Director, SOLINET)
closed the day with musings on 'Consortium as
Publisher.' His obsavation that our profession hns
become increasingly m u l t i - l a y 4 hit hom with a
number of the participants. P o t y , w e pay dues
to o r g d o n s d the way from the local level to
the international level; these multiple layers are o b
duplicative and expensive to main&.
Are they d
?-n
Another critical point he made was that
the tihrnry community may be closed out of the
media "loop" if we are not vigilaat.
Cable
wmpaaies, TV stations, new-,
wire services,
aad telecommunication companies u e banding
together to gain pccess to the national information
highway. They m a y simply IUD over librnries and
publishers if we do not .ssert ourselves 1s qupl
players. We must h d ways to he included in these
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ELECTRONIC PUBLJSHING CASE STZRIIES:
IMPLICATIONS FOR PERIODICALS
PUBLISHING I JpDet F u k

This oue-day seminnr was held in New YorL on
September 22, 1993, hosted by the Jourds
Committee of the Professiod and S d d d y
~ D i r i s i o n o c t h e A s s w p'onofAmerican
h
PuMiShers. Theseminnrlookedatthepresmtrrt.hlcl
of five electronic publishing projects: the TULIP
Project, the Red Sage Project, IEEE's Article First,
Fuon Resevch Service's Table of Cimteate Database
Puhlishing.andMcGraw-W'sPrimis. Theaudience
.ppepffd .nxiouS for a 'one-right-way' solution to
electronic p u b l i d o n but found that one does not
exist yet.

.

K a r a ~Hunter (Vice President .Id A s s i t to the
C h a i r m ~Elsevier
,
Science Puhlisbers) &bed
the
soope aad objbcrivss of Elsevier's TULIP project .B
well as the variations among sites in terms of licmse
type4 and use of data formnts. They have leanled
that "Everything takes longer than you Ihiak,' aad
hpve gaiaed valuable information about costs.
licensing aad pricing, Md u8cT behnvior. SOm
decisions still remain to be m l v s d : the COrrCCt
format, the critical mass nece86a~yfor this type of
project to work, finnl pricing formulas, delivery
mechpnisms, and the best storage I d o n .

The Red Sage Project was discussed by Robert
Badger (Manager of Electronic Media) and
Margaret K. Wallace (Supervising Production
Editor, Electmaic Production) of Springer Verhg.
-Serials-Relatod Meeting Reports-

The project involves 24 electmnicplly published
in Radiology and Moleculnr Biology and is
a cooperPtive vmture betweea Springer Verlag, the
University of California. SM Francisco, and AT&T
Bell Labs. They are using RightPages sofhvare
developed by AT&T Bell Labs to act M an alerting
and document delivery service for users. They
discussed the production process used to convert the
printed pages into both ASCII and bitmapped images
for use in the alerting and delivery system. Qunlity
control has ken the major issue.. Other options such
18 Adobe, PostScript, and SGML are being explored.

joumds

Phyllis Hnll, Staff Executive of Publications,
described the IEEE's project of converting their
60,ooO published pages per year into M electronic
repceitory for evmtual document &livery. She
talked .bout the internal changes IEEE has gone
tbrough in order to .ccommodpte this new type of
publication, inchdhg the pdvnntnges Of h a h g M inhouse technical staff.
Christine Lamb, Vice president for Publisher
Relations of Fuon Rewarch services, discussed how
d e r publishers might be able to move into the
electronic u'eop by using p r o m o t i d saviccs nod
Table-ofcontmts (TOC) publishing. However, the
lack of st.nduds for tables of contents is &g
it
hard for savicas to s t a n d d' m and achieve
economies of d e . She listed the elemeats Fuon
looks for in the TOC and described their quality
control process.

Primis was described by Robert Lynch, Vice
Presideat .IdDirector of Primis at McGraw-Hill, 18
M electronic database used to customire publications
for delivery in print format pruticulprly for course
mpterinls. He described the intend changes required
well 18 changes in dealing with outside vmdors
that occumd in order to make Primus a replity. He
notes that with this type of product, Marketing and
Sales will more and more deleamhe the editorial
content of a product.
M

REPORT ON TEE 93RD MEDICAL LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING / Bobbie
CPrlsoa, MLA LinisOo to NASIG
The 93rd Medical Library Associption Annual
Meeting, held May 14-20, 1993 in Chiago. did not
have a general theme, but provided h
t M much
vaziety M a 5,000 chnnnel cable TV service, with the
differulce that colleagues had the opportunity to
interact in the luxurious Palmer House Hilton. Like
chnnnei surfers, ptteodees sampled and savored a
myriad of programs from management techniquca to
new technologies. Because no one could be five
plat once, atieadeea could experieme or nviait
sessions by purch.sing audioussettss. Somstimes
multiple versions do make life easier.
The over 2,300 registrants u n s i d e d professional
m&UE wrh 18 MLA'S Cffdentifig PrOglWU h O W n
as the Academy of Health Information Professionnls,
the 2nd d d & of MLA's Code of Ethics, and
continuing education ulurses that Ee4 high s t a d a d 5
for lifelong learning. The keynote speaker, Patricia
Aburdeae, a bonn fide librprisD who is married to
her cooutbor, John Nnisbitt, talked of 'Megntrmds
for the I n f d o n Age.' With her colltmvasipl but
rsbnshed view of the informationidustry, she npckc
directly to the idea of a new. W e leademhip in
libraries. In doing 80, she alienated a significmt
segment of thecrowd who took exception to what 8be
d&@
M bprricrS W
necd to OVcIcomc to
achieve gmatex ladership roles, not to mmtion the
barrim she constmcted for some atieadeea of the
opposite sex. Many licould not get past ber
'feminist' message, nod probably missed her wgmt
4for red action by libnrinns.

After thisbit of coofnmoe showbi the program got
down to business and pddrcssed conlike
managing d v i t y and change, human m- in
M
electronic library. continuous quality
improvemmt. current awareness and document
delivery services, health informatics, collection
asseasmeat and developmnt. new technologies,
nehuorking, library r o o r g ~ o n the
, merging of
libraries and computer caters, i n s t r u c t i d services,
outreach, Interne4 a c e s , and global politics nod
information distribution.
One session that drew a large crowd WM titled
'DocuShock Options for Document Delivery in the
'90s.' A wide range of representative projects that
have pioneered document delivery M a relatively
recent rediscovery shared the platform. With the
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redimtion that print wllections have beeu and still
are the primpry mans of information .ccess for
users, eabauced, supplemental services have gained
a greater consideration from the medical library
W d t y .
T&ologid
advances have
turbocharged traditional delivery systems like
interlibrary loan for libraries, and have o p e d new
electronic pathways. Valerie Bennett, Thomas
JeffUniversity, and Eileen pplmer, H d t h
Sciences Library Coasortium, described the HSLC
ANEL nehvork that transmits documents via the
Internet. The use of ARlEL hns supplaated a group
3-level memory fax neiwork that allowed for fax
delivery of wwteded ovemight-polled documah.
With ARIEL, documen& can be simultaneously
dand rehiwed and Sent or d V e d MyWhere
in the world as long as both participants are Internet
nodea (dd access won't do) and both have the
ARIEL softwue and approprintc modular hprdwsre.
This library community is lookiog forward to
advan-ts
in the ARlEL system.

Mary Lina Borsennn of Treadwell Library,
Massachusetts Geued Hospitd, spoke of being a
beta test site for FuonFindalXpFsss. M.ss G e D d
moved m e quartex of its ILL reqests to
FuonXpress and provided a 24-hour or less
tumprwodtime. DOCLINEwassaidtoremainthe
primprydoauneutmoverforrequeststhatpredatethe

dotnbsse.

DOCLINE, and 10.444 (85%) w e n Wed. Thirty
pcrccat of tboec Wed were done within 15 minutes,
and 80% within three hours. NLM SStimDted the
cost to be oboulS8.00 per article. wbst was most
revealing in this resuuch was that of the 10,444
mticles Wed,4,586 were unique articles from 64
unique titles. Eighty percent of the scanned articles
were not used at all. The percentage of onetime
requestswas53'16. NLMl-ealumthereprewpyrigh
restrictions which apply, but the -h
project
pmvided valuable infomwtion to d members of the
serials industry-that scanning material "just in cnse'
may not be the most cost-effective mcdcl to develop,
since waversion wsts are high. For the hrarre.
noncopyrightable m;.tcrinl from the Cater for
Disease Control (CDC), from other govemmeat
agencies, and for high demand titles frompublishas
who have granted NLM permission, SAIL will be
utilized. The Royal SOEiety of Nursing with its
highly used journal Nusine Standard gave NLM
permission and the journal will continue to be uscd
on the system. Dr. George Thoma of the Lister W
center hns been 1OoLing.t A R e L software as well,
but NLM's main objcttive is to integrate systems f
a
docummt delivery over the Inte-met. The medical
library unnrmmity applauds NLM's efforts to creak
a system that rapidly and wst-effectively m e s
intexlibrary loan matelids to 6alth provide.rs 80 th.1
health care in tbe UnitedStws caa wntinue to be of
high quality for us all, the red cad-healtb
000QLmCls.

The SAIL project was discussed by EveMarie
M
u of the National Library of Medicine (NLM).
As a pilot project completed in December 1992,
SAIL allowed NLM to investigate the feasibilityand
wst-effectivof fuaha automating ILL thmugh
electronic imaging technology. Developed at the
Lister Hill Centex and born from the technologies
documents thmugh electronic
scanning and storing, the electronic imaging
workstation was linked to DOCLINE and

developed to pe-

programmed to automatically call DOCLINE every
15 minutea to retrieve requests and UpdDte
DOCLINE. NLM receives 1300-1500 ILL requesh
per day. To explore hture possibilities, NLM tun
built a datdmse of scanoed images of 64 titles
recently indexed in Index Medicus. NLM bought
duplicate subscriptions, guillotined journal issues
(destroying the duplicate subscriptions), and scanned
and archived on optical discs some 160,oOO pages.
Requests with MEDLINE unique identifiers 0
were filled automatidy through SAIL. In FY 1992,
12,338 ILL requests were muted to SAIL through
32

'A Look at the LOANSOME DOC Service' was the
topic of a paper by Jean Shipman. LOANSOME
DOC is I system devised by NLM to move
informptiOn to heslth care p v i b by linking
GRATEFUL MED softwue to DOCLINE. Ib
de.velopnmtismanttoaidphysicipnsinnualuers
who may not have M affiliPtion with a mediul
library within theii immediate M.
Although tbe
paper's perspective was historical. it did pmvidc M
intmduction to the lcsscruscd option that medical
libraries provide as part of their outreach services.

Martha Whittaker spoke about the Uncover curreat
awareness database and article delivery service which
is now a cooperative venture between B.H. Blackwell
Ltd., Reodmore, and CARL Systems, Inc. under the
new umbrella, the Uncover Company. Besides
illumimting the many feoblres of Uncover, she said
that the British Library Document Supply Center
(BLDSC) is the hackup supplier for Uncover. She
talked of other developments such ps the special
-Serials-Related Meeting Reports-

arrangement that UnCover has with the publisher,

director, talked of change beiig 'pamPnent white

John Wdey k Sons, for a pilot project that supplies
table-of-amtents information from Wiley titles for

water' and how during reorganization the 'wide

Un-ver.
Upon request, daummts are forwarded
fmm Wiley's own image server, cutting delivery time
to under one hour. UnCover is targeting the medical
sciences for building its database. She also said that
CARL is committed to making ARIEL an option, and
will be developing its own inmge transfer system
within the legal copyright environment.
The tinal paper was by Alison Bunting, Associate
University Librarian for Science, Louise Darling
Biomedical Library, UCLA. She spoke to the legal
considentions for documeat delivery services,
reminding the audieace that there are two types of
delivery services: 1) copies from journals in the
fibray's own collection, and 2) QcllmalrS for u6eTs
fromother informationproviders. She mentioned d
the standard topics: the 1976 Copyright Act, the four
nmmrcu in Section 107 for fair use, the June 1992
AAP &tenbmt on C0mmerCiPl and dccunEnt delivery
fee-services, the Copyright Cl-ce
Cater
(CCC), the CONTU Guidelines, the Kink- and
Texsu, cases. the October 1992 cmss-border
royalties action. 'shrink mp' liceasing, and
li&g
rcutri&om moving from copyright to
contract law. She reitented the fDct that not d
uticles q u i r e copyright repolting, and that most
governmat publications are in the public Qmpin.
Bunting called on the library community to becorn
knowledgeable of the complex issues numounding
copyright.
Believe it or not, Qcummt delivery did not COMUUK.
Two o k m drew large
crowds: lulrganization and tbe use of new
technologieswithin medical libraries. Rc.xgculhtion
is very much alive in many halth scimces libraries,
and five case sludies provided represmtative
examples. Participants spoke from the Health
Sciences Library at Columbia University, the
Houston Academy of Medicin*Texas Medical Cater
Library, the University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Cater at Dallas Library, Countway Library
of Medicine -Harvard University, and the Health
Sciences Library at the University of North CarolinaChapel Hill.
The underlying principles and
philosophies for reorganidon, the newly formed or
evolving models. the pros and cans of the prowss of
rcstrucluring. and the progress and setbacksalong the
mad to the rcsilient organizntion were offered with
candid staterrmts. Judith M d e , Countway's

aU of the program.
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stoff totally fralred.' No doubt, many colleagues in
the publishing and vendor worlds can relate to thcae
changes in libraries.
Along with humaa and personnel issues, technology
was kept front and center. Some innovative
expimeats and exploratiom were topics of papem.
To name a few: 1) An Educational Technology
Laboratory in the library at UT SouthweatemMedical
ceoter for u6e~sto 'experimnt' with nm ways of
leaning by using msteripl other thsn books and
journsls;2)MVMAC, the Me& VueriDply M ~ u p l
on the Macintosh computsr denmed on a h i a c i i
P o w e r W , 3) Medical Facts File. a database created
by Georgetown University Medical Cater as a
sou~cefor u~efsSeeLing quick answm to medical
queries; 4) The Digital Full-tcxt Biotechoology
System, a prototype dptnbpse under development at
Georgetown University to provide onliDe j o d
uticles with austntioas, initially in g d c a and
cancer; 5) Using libraries such as N h s Medical
Library, University of Southern California. M
Internet baking centers; 6 ) Washington University
school of Medicine Libray's experience as tad site
for GmInfo, a Unix based system that providcs
.cct88 to about a doze0 genetic and molecular
biology dDtnbpses via the Inte.rnct; 7) University of
ArL.nsps for Medical Scimces Library's experimce
asademnstrotl'oncenter for introducinginstructr'd
pmrognms on campus; 8) the Electrooic Textbook in
Humaa Physiology developed at Georgetown
University; and 9) A Digitized Physician Reportk
Voice Recognition System developed by Georgetown
Univcrsity Medical Center Library and the Dept. of
E m q u ~ c yMedicine. Health scimces libraries are
very definitely integrating their services and expertise
beyond libnry d s , and as dermmshkd throughout
the program, may be co-dsvelopem of dDtpbssss and
other high tech products.

Besides MLA Section papers and contributed papers.
posters pmvided ocasions for direct, in-depth
k u s s i o n with their contributors. Demas and
handoutswere. plentiful. Behueen the posters and the
250+ exhibits, homeward-bound suircpses weighed
heavily with information. The 1994 MLA Annual
Meeting will be held in San Antonio, TX, May
13-18, and has the theme, "Emerging Roles,
Enduring Values.' W i g billed as a meeting 'with
salsa,' hotel 100ms are already being booked. Hopc
to see you there as we surf through the salsa.
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CALLING ALL NEW SERIAL LIBRARIANS
ANDoTHERsmTERwmDINsERIALs
WORK!
The FlRST SlEP Award, sponsored by the Serials
Section of the k98ociation of Library Collections &
Technical Services (ALCTS) and mderwriltea by
John Wiley & Co., is opea for nominations for the
coming year. THE DEADLINE FOR
NOMINATIONS IS JANUARY 15, 1994.

-

The award is a p r o f e s s i d development grant the
purpose is to provide -il
new to the seri.ls
field an opportunity to brosdeo their perspective and
to mcownge professid developmeat in ALA
confcrmccs and participation in the Serials Section of
ALCl-S.

REQUIREMENTS Any ALA member with five or
fewer yeprs experiemx in the serials field, who hur
not previously atteaded M ALA Annual Gmf-ce
is eligible. A 51,500 grant donated by Wdey is
applicpble toward r o d trip tnnsportntion,lodging,
and registration fees.
NOMINATION PROCEDURE: Applicauts should
submit a cunmt resum,cover letter and two writtern
refenmces to:
Michele Crump
Chair, First Step Amrd Committee
University of Florida
Acquisitions Dept.
George A. Smathm Libraries
GainewiUe, FL 32611
Phone: 904-392-0355
FU: 904-392-478a
Errnil: MCRUMP@NERVM.NERDC.UFL.EDU
FOR MORE INFORMATION
MICHELE OR CALL. AL(JTS AT.
1-800-545-2433 ext.5035
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W O W SERUL TlTLE CHANGE OF THE
YEAR AWARD NOMINATIONS I Anne Gordon
Each year the ALCTS SS Worst seripl Title Chaage
of the Year Committee solicits nominations for its
serial title change awards. Nominations M being
sought for the 1994 awards to be presezrted in Miami
at the ALA h u a l C m v d o n .
Award criteria includes:
Frivolous title change for no appueut -;
u ~ ~ c e s s pchange
~y
of M old, respected title;
repewd changes; and the Snake in the Gnss' or 'Et
tu, Brute?' category for library publications. Thc
title chauge must have Occunrd since JANUARY 1,
1993 to be considered.
Please supply complete citations for the b g e ,
including title, number d o r date of last issue with
old title; title, number and/or date of first issue with
new title; and the publisher's name and ddrass.
Photocopiesof relevant pages or cataloging printouts
are useful LB verification, including historid title
changes for titles changing oftem over time..
Nominations must be mailed by May 15,1994 to:
Anne G d m
Chair, ALCIS Worst Serial Title Change of the
Year Committee
Maquette Uoiverity Libraries
1415 W. WiscoaSin Ave.
Milmulree,WI 53233
F d free to contact me by phone (414-288-3542) or
email ( 9 7 0 c g ~ o ~ @ v m s . ~ . m ~ . e if
d uyou
) have
My ~ O l M .
Thanks to all of you who have CoDtributed over the
p
t yeprs.
We look f
d to this year's
nominatiolls.

CONTACT
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1994 RESEARCH AWARD
LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS PRACTICE &
THEORY I Carol Hawks
The Library Acquisitions: Prsctioe & Theory
R
d A d provides an annual prize of $l,OOO
for march in the b d areas of acquisitions,
serials, publishing, d collection management. The
award will be given for one proposPl and
.dminis&red in twoparts: $500 when the p
r
o
m is
selected to fuod the mearch effort and $500 when
the completed manuscript is submitted to
Awuisitions: Practice.& Theory. The award will be
m
t
e
d to the individual, not the institution, and m y
be used tocovaexpemea innured inmnducting the
reseamh outlined in the winning pmposd, including
travel, postage, ntaff support, supplies, and other
items.
The winning proposll will identify a critical issuc in
acquisitions, nerials, publishing, or collection
rmnsgemcnt and outline a rigorous .pprosch to
testing or solving the issue niscd. Propods will be
judged on their significance, clarity d originality.
'Ihe pmposal should be a brief, m i n e k r i p t i o n
(no more than 500 WOrQ) of the project. A budge4
pmposal and a onz page vita of the author must be
attached. Awards will not be limited to e x p e r i d
rrseprcbers, however. researchem Bhould presmt
their pmpoeal clearly .ddnssingthe followingissues

Information on psst rccipients d their d
follows:

-

-

1992 Anno H. Pemult
'A Study of the
Effects of the Diversion of Funds from
Monographs to Serials on tbe Mowgraph
Collections of RhLibraries'
Thk study investigates the ShrinLing non-serinl
mbpsc for united ststes lcademic
libnries, shifts in monogrlphic collecting
pat&rns d t m d s in the acquisition of foreign
language imprints, and the decline in monograph
acquisitions 16 distributed P C ~ B G subject
disciplinesor among language groups.
1993 - Samuel &mas. Anne S. -to,
lnd
William J. Knn - 'Viility of tbe Vendor
Model of Jnformation &livery k u g h a
Library Gateway'
Theshuiyaiaastodelemm
'
thevilbilityofthe
'v&
model' of informption detivhy through
a library gateway.
By offering a umpls
community unrestricted lccaw
to an
-ted
scope of elech-onic information.
libnries lndvendorswilllam for the tirsttimc:
which files ue used. how much they arc used,
by whom they u e used (e.g. faculty, staff,
StlIdmts), lnd at wh.t tiof the &y lnd
night.

1. What arc the lims d objcdivesof the d
P@?
2. Please describe your mthodology and d.1.
lnllysis procedurrs.
3. whlt rellted mearch h.s bceo u n w m
d l o r published?
Please include specific
citations.
4. Is the mearch replication of 1previous shdy?
The depdliDe for submittingproposnls is Februuy 15,
1994. Propossls will be reviewed by a panel
consisting of the editor-indef, the assistant editors,
and three members of the editorial board. The
winning propospl will be announced at the annual
American Library kssociation Conference. in 1994
and in the fourth issue of LAFT for the y w .
R m h for the Winningproposal must be completed
within one y w of the date when the award is
announced. LibrsrvAca uisitions: Practice &Theory
m e s the right of tirst rehLspl of the completed
mpnuscript.

P m p o d s lnd quesrions Wn&g

this y a r ' s

1

4

~ ul dbe . ddr e s Sc dt0 :
Carol Pim Hlwks
Editor-in-ef
Librnrv Awur'sitions: Pracb'ce & Theory
2129 SpDdSton Road
Columbus, OH 43220
614-2926314
FAX: 614-292-2Q15
Inmet hawks.l@€Isu.edu

CORRECTION TO SEPTEMBER ISSUE
A typo in the Septemter issue rssulted in Carol
MacAdnm beiig listed as Carl MacAdnm in the
announcement of the fun d w n l l r at the 1993
Confemce.. Sorry, Carol!
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CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
February 5-10. 1994
ALA Midwinter M e e h g
Los Angeles, CA
April 11-14, 1994
UKSG Annual Meeting
Manchcster, England
May 13-19. 1994
M d c d Libnry Association
SM Antonio,Tx
May 17-21, 1994
ARL Annual Membaship Meeting
Austin, TX
May 19-22, 1994
Fcptba Riva Institute
BlPirsdetl, CA
JUOC2-5, 1994
NASIG Annual Cmfermce
Vancouver, British Columbia

June 10-12.1994
Society for Scholarly Publishing Annual Meeting
Sheraton pplpce in SM Francisco, CA

The NASIG N e w s l e ( I S S N 0892-1733) is
published 5 times a year for the members of the
North Anmcan
.
SeriaLsIntacstGroup,Iuc. I t i s
available only through permnal mmbrrship in the
orgpnintion. MembcrsoftheEditorialBoprdofthe
Newsletter are:
Editor-inChief: Ellm Fianie Duranm, M F
Submissions Editor: Daphnc C. Miller,
Wright State University School of Mcdicinc
Distribution Editor: Maggie Horn.
University of California, Davis
Production Editor: Kathy Wodrich Schmidt,
university of Wisconsin-L. crosae
NASIG Executive Baud Liaison: Cindy Hepfer,
State University of New York, Buffalo

TheNmsletterispubliehedinFebruary,April, J m ,
September,and Decemter. Submission Q.dlines Ln
4 week6 prior to the publicatim dote (JM1,
M a d 1, May 1, August 1, & Novemba 1). The
submission date for the next issue is January 1.
NO LATE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE
ACCEPIED.
Seal .LI d n i s s i m , editorial comments, and items
for 'Title chnges' to:
Ellm F i e Dwmceau, Associi Had,
serials k Acquisitions services,

M d June 11-16, 1994
sw Annual Cmfemlce
Atlanta, GA

June 23-30, 1994
ALAAnnualcoafcrrnCc
Miami. FL

The NASIG NewsIW is copyright by the North
American Serials Inkmat Group and NASIG
mcouragea its widest use. In accmdmx with the
U.S. Copyright Act's Fair Use provisions, rerders
may mpke a siagle copy of MY of the work for
d i g , education, d y , or xaead purposes. In
addition, NASIG permits copying and circulption in
MY manner, provided that such circulation is done
for fr& and the items are not re-sold in MY way,
whether for-pmfit or not-for-profit.
Any
reproduction for sale may only be done with the
permission of the NASIG Board, with a request
submitted to the current President of NASIG, under
terms which will be set by the Board.
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Inmtitutc of T&ology,
Ths Libraries. Room 14E-210,
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-253-1028 FAX: 617-253-2464
Intanet: e f i n o ~ t . e d u

sood dl iuquiriesd
g the NASIG OrgPnintiOn
andmembedu'p. and change of ddress infomation
to:
Swan Davis, NASIG secretnry,
Head, Periodiuls Soction, SUNY BuffPlo,
Lockwood Libmy Building,
Buffalo, NY 14260
716-645-2784 FAX: 716-645-5955
Bitnet: unldb@ubvm
Seaui dl claim for uueceived issuee of the
pkwsletter to:
Maggie Horn, Head Serials Catalog
Librarian, University of California, Davis,
Shields Library, Davis, CA 95616
916-752-2600 FAX: 916-752-3148
Internet: mehom@ucdavis.edu

